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ABSTRACT 

 

The growing interest in the use of offshore platforms in deeper waters and harsher 

environments, as well as the desire to extend the operation of existing structures beyond their 

design lives, is increasing attention on the assessment of their dynamic response and their 

failure conditions under extreme storm loading. There are a large number of factors influencing 

the performance of dynamically sensitive platforms, but a major issue is how to include all of 

the irregularity, directionality and nonlinearity that ocean waves cause on their loading. 

Therefore, the role each plays in the assessment of dynamically sensitive structures under 

extreme loads is investigated systematically in this thesis. The aim is to develop practical 

methods to estimate extreme response and the probability of failure of dynamically sensitive 

offshore structures in a given sea-state. 

The directionality and nonlinearity of ocean waves has been captured in this thesis by extending 

the formulations of the NewWave and Constrained NewWave theories. NewWave is a 

deterministic method that accounts for the spectral composition of the sea-state, and can be used 

as an alternative to both regular wave and full random time domain simulations of lengthy time 

histories. Based on this theory a predetermined crest height and the surface elevation around the 

crest during an extreme event can be theoretically simulated. Constrained NewWave, which is 

generated by mathematically constraining a NewWave within a random time series, allows the 

irregularity of ocean waves to be considered. These wave theories have been extended in this 

thesis to include 2nd order and directionality effects, and their formulations have been written 

into a new Fortran code for calculation of the water surface and water particle kinematics. The 

effects of irregularity, directionality and nonlinearity of ocean waves on dynamically sensitive 

structures are then shown for an example mobile jack-up drilling platform. The sample jack-up 

platform is modelled in the USFOS software, and includes the effects of material and 

geometrical nonlinearities as well as spudcan-soil-structure nonlinear interactions. Finally, 

based on structured application of multiple Constrained NewWaves in combination with the 

Monte Carlo method, a framework is proposed to estimate the extreme response and the failure 
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probability of dynamically sensitive offshore structures exposed to a given duration of the one 

extreme sea-state. 

The results demonstrate that in an extreme event the irregularity, directionality and nonlinearity 

of ocean waves have considerable effects on the overall performance of the sample jack-up 

platform. It is shown that the extreme response and the probability of failure of the sample jack-

up are not only governed by the maximum crest elevation but also depend on the random 

background of ocean waves. In addition, it is indicated that the inclusion of the directionality 

effects of ocean waves results in reductions in the extreme response and failure rate of the 

sample jack-up platform. On the other hand, the nonlinearity effects cause additional energy in 

low and high frequencies and raise the crest height, which increases the extreme response of the 

sample jack-up platform. 

The methods developed in this thesis have application to any dynamically sensitive structure 

and will help reduce the level of uncertainty in predicting their extreme response or failure 

probability. This may help in extending their operational conditions, say into deeper waters and 

harsher sea-states, or in extending their operational life. 
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

1.1 Introduction 

Offshore platforms have been constructed to produce oil and gas since the first steel platform 

was erected in the Gulf of Mexico in the 1950s (Skallerud & Amdahl, 2002). Since that time, 

many platforms have been installed worldwide with different forms and structural concepts. 

During the past few decades, there has been consistently high demand for more exploitation of 

offshore oil and gas due to industrial developments. This necessitates extending the application 

of offshore platforms to deeper waters and harsher environmental conditions. Therefore, it is 

necessary to ensure that these structures can sustain the applied loads in a safe manner. 

Additionally, new developments in oil and gas exploration and the lack of accurate preliminary 

approximations of reservoir volume have increased the interest in using the existing structures 

beyond their initial design life (Ersdal, 2005). Moreover, during earlier stages in the design life 

of the platforms, other circumstances such as changing environmental loads, seabed subsidence, 

changes in the topside weight or operational loads, and damage due to unexpected conditions 

necessitate reassessment of offshore structures (Raaij, 2005).  

To be able to estimate the reliability of offshore structures, a good understanding of the 

response and failure of these structures is required. Conventional design methods that are 

widely used in the design of new platforms are usually based on 1) linear static analysis 

methods and 2) deterministic approaches. Although these design procedures generate reliable 

structures, they usually result in conservative solutions, which may not be suitable for the 

assessment of existing platforms.  

The linear elastic method, which is traditionally used to design and check the structures, 

considers the load that results in the first element’s failure in the structure when determining the 

platform capacity (Hellan, 1995). However, this does not illustrate the maximum capacity of the 

structure given that, based on the level of redundancy of the structure, redistribution of loads is 

possible and the structure might be able to safely experience more severe loads. Another 
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method, which has been employed in the past to evaluate the maximum capacities of offshore 

platforms, is the nonlinear pushover analysis. In this method, the structural performance is 

described by a global failure mechanism, the system’s capacity and a sequence of nonlinear 

events. Consequently, the level of safety of platforms can be evaluated using the ratio of the 

load that causes a system failure to the load that causes the first element’s failure in the 

structure. The platform capacity estimated based on this method is more realistic than the 

capacity estimated with the linear elastic method because it incorporates a better simulation of 

the real behaviour of the structure (Skallerud & Amdahl, 2002). However, the nature of wave 

loads acting on offshore structures is dynamic. Wave energies are normally concentrated in a 

period of three to twenty seconds (Manuel, 1992). For offshore platforms whose dominant 

natural periods lie in this range, the dynamic effects such as inertia and damping forces play an 

important role in the overall behaviour of the system; therefore, the ultimate dynamic capacity 

of platforms can be increased or decreased in comparison with its static capacity (Skallerud & 

Amdahl, 2002). 

Deterministic models with uniquely specified parameters are the basis for most assessments of 

offshore platforms. However, there are several sources of uncertainties, which can affect the 

overall response of the structure; these include material and geometric properties, loading 

conditions and structural behaviour (Karunakaran, 1993; Cassidy et al., 2003). These 

uncertainties stem from two sources and hence are categorised into two groups. The first group 

(i.e., type I) is identified as natural uncertainty and is due to the inherently random nature of the 

parameters (Bea, 1990). This type includes predictions regarding the water surface around the 

maximum crest at a given location during a period of time in the future. The second group (i.e., 

type II), which is known as unnatural uncertainty, results from a lack of precise information 

regarding the parameters under study (Bea, 1990). This can be due to various reasons such as 

lack of knowledge regarding the system, which results in idealisations or simplifications, and 

measurement imprecision due to imperfect instruments. An example of type II uncertainty is the 

value of the drag and inertia coefficients in the Morison equation. To precisely estimate 

structural capacities, these uncertainties should also be taken into account. 
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Based on the aforementioned, for a more accurate estimation of the response and failure of 

offshore platforms, a realistic method that can capture the nonlinearities and dynamic behaviour 

of structures and includes the main sources of uncertainty is crucial.   

1.2 Background  

Offshore platforms are complex engineering systems, and their performance is affected by 

various uncertain parameters, which are inherent and unavoidable. The sensitivity of the results 

to different analytic techniques and the number and type of the uncertainties vary depending on 

the type of structure. For example, for dynamically sensitive offshore platforms such as jack-

ups, the type I uncertainty of having random water surface around an extreme crest can play an 

important role in the dynamic response and can be captured by time history analysis. Therefore, 

to achieve maximum accuracy in the estimation of the overall reliability of these structures, due 

consideration must be given to all of these aspects. 

As mentioned in Section  1.1, estimating the level of safety of offshore structures has been a 

research interest over the past few decades. Several studies have been carried out with the main 

objective of estimating the probability of failure of offshore structures. These studies have used 

different analytic techniques and have included various uncertainties in the estimation of the 

safety level of these structures. A brief summary of the applied methods is presented in the 

following sections.   

1.2.1 Nonlinear Static Pushover Analysis Method  

The static pushover analysis method is generally used to assess the ultimate capacity of offshore 

platforms based on an extreme load from a large wave, at the location that experiences the 

maximum overturning moment or base shear, when it passes through the structure. This method 

accounts for nonlinearities in the structures such as buckling and large deformation of beam-

column members as well as formation of plastic hinges. Therefore, changes in the member end 

restraints and, consequently, in the local stiffness, which result in a redistribution of load and 

change in internal forces, are captured in the estimation of the failure of the system (Ultiguide, 

1999). In this method, loads are applied sequentially; first, the time-independent dead and live 
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loads are applied, and then the environmental loads, which commonly have a 100-year return 

period, are gradually increased until a system failure occurs. 

Over the past decades, numerous attempts have been made to assess the level of safety of 

offshore platforms exposed to extreme environmental loading using the nonlinear static 

pushover method and considering various simplifications in different areas.  

Van de Graaf et al. (1994) studied the reliability of offshore structures considering their 

environment and design code using a nonlinear static analysis approach based on NewWave 

theory (Tromans et al., 1991). This research evaluated the reliability of a specific jacket in the 

northern North Sea that was designed based on the conventional North Sea design practice 

methods. The platform was then re-designed based on the API-WSD method considering the 

Gulf of Mexico’s environmental conditions, and the reliability of the platform was compared 

with conditions in the North Sea. The sources of uncertainties included in this study were the 

structural member strength and crest height.  

Sigurdsson et al. (1994) assessed the probability of failure of three different types of North Sea 

jackets due to overloading during extreme storm conditions using Stokes’ fifth-order wave 

theory. In this study, the effects of uncertainties regarding loading and the structural model on 

the ultimate capacity of the platforms were investigated. The uncertainties in the loading were 

assumed to be due to the wave height, thickness of the marine growth and drag and inertia 

coefficients in Morison’s equation, and the uncertainties in the structural model were assumed 

to be due to the yield stresses and the member imperfections.  

Van de Graaf et al. (1996) calculated the annual probability of failure for a sample jack-up 

structure in the North Sea subjected to extreme storm loading; they included uncertainties 

regarding the strength of the structural members and wave crest height. Nonlinear pushover 

analysis was used to evaluate the ultimate structural strength and overturning resistance of the 

jack-up, and a failure was considered to occur under conditions in which the environmental load 

exceeded the structural or overturning resistance.  

Efthymiou et al. (1997) performed a study on the accuracy of the structural reliability models 

for the case of fixed steel offshore structures under extreme storm loading, which were 
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modelled using Stokes’ wave theory. The uncertainties in the calculation of structural member 

strength, wave height and wave force were considered in this study. As a result, the API-LRFD 

(1993) environmental load factor was calibrated for several geographical areas such as the 

North Sea, Gulf of Mexico and northwest coast of Australia, to achieve the required target 

probability of failure.  

Manuel et al. (1998) outlined an iterative procedure to design jacket platforms to meet target 

probabilities of failure using nonlinear static pushover analyses. This method included the 

uncertainties in base shear demand, base shear capacity and wave height. Dier et al. (2001) 

compared the component and system reliability of jacket and jack-up platforms considering 

different sources of uncertainty, such as wave height, yield stress, loading and foundation 

modelling. They concluded that for jacket and jack-up platforms located in the same location 

and designed based on API-LRFD (1993) and SNAME (1994), respectively, the levels of 

structural system and foundation reliabilities were not substantially different.  

1.2.2 Nonlinear Dynamic Analysis Method  

One of the main sources of uncertainties in the design and assessment of offshore platforms is 

the wave load, which usually governs lateral loads that cause failures. Ocean waves are a time-

varying phenomenon and hence apply dynamic loads on offshore facilities. The extreme 

dynamic response depends not only on the magnitude of the applied load but also on the load 

history and dynamic characteristics of the system, and therefore, it cannot be captured 

accurately with static pushover analyses. Due to the contributions of inertia and damping 

effects, the ultimate dynamic capacity of a system can be larger than the maximum static 

resistance. On the other hand, dynamic effects can increase the load on a structure, termed 

dynamic amplification, and consequently decrease the dynamic capacity in comparison with its 

static resistance (Ultiguide Phase 2, 1998). Stewart (1992) demonstrated that the effect of 

dynamic actions on the ultimate capacity is different for a structure whose non-linear analysis 

reveals a ductile development of structural collapse than for a structure that undergoes a more 

brittle mode of collapse. For a North Sea sample jacket structure, additional dynamic reserve 
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strength in comparison with static strength was observed when the ductility level of the 

structure was increased.  

There are limited numbers of studies that evaluate the reliability of offshore platforms exposed 

to extreme environmental loading using nonlinear dynamic analysis methods.  

Karunakaran (1993) outlined a procedure for the estimation of the reliability of offshore 

platforms, which included dynamic effects and nonlinear behaviours. In this method, the effect 

of a random sea-state was considered in the estimation of the response of a sample jack-up 

platform. However, the failure criteria were simulated using normal distributions of base shear, 

overturning moment, deck displacement and foundation capacity with constant values for the 

mean and coefficient of variation (CoV); there was no clear justification regarding the 

efficiency of these values in simulating the failure behaviour of the sample jack-up. In this 

study, in addition to the randomness of the water surface, various sources of uncertainty such as 

drag and the inertia coefficient as well as wave height, wave period, current velocity, deck mass, 

damping coefficient and soil stiffness were considered.  

Daghigh et al. (1997) investigated the component and system reliability of jack-up structures 

using a combination of nonlinear dynamic analyses of a simplified model and static analyses of 

a detailed structural model. The random dynamic amplification factors and calibration factors, 

which were generated based on dynamic and quasi-static simulations of the simplified jack-up 

model for different sea-states, were used to link the design wave responses of the detailed model 

to the extreme responses of the simplified model. In this study, design failure criteria were 

employed to estimate the probability of failure of the system.  

Hoyle & Snell (1999) developed a nonlinear dynamic analysis procedure to estimate the 

probability of sliding of jack-up platforms as one of the main sources of failure of these 

structures. In this study, a series of nonlinear dynamic analyses were carried out on a sample 

jack-up platform subjected to an extreme section of a three-hour storm simulation, considering a 

range of environmental load factors. The load factors associated with the initiation of sliding 

and failure in the chord of the leeward leg were determined based on the analyses results. 
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Return periods of the environmental loads were then estimated using the relationship between 

the load factor and the return period.  

Cassidy et al. (2001 & 2003) developed a probabilistic model to calculate the statistical extreme 

response and failure of jack-up structures considering different sources of uncertainties in 

loading and structural and foundation modelling and demonstrated that the uncertainties in the 

values of some of the basic variables can significantly affect the extreme response statistics. 

Constrained NewWave theory and an advanced model to consider spudcan-soil interactions 

were used to perform dynamic time history analyses on a sample jack-up platform. In this 

method, the exceedance of the maximum deck displacements from a constant value (e.g., 0.5 m) 

was defined as the failure criterion.  

Memarpour & Kimiaie (2009) compared results regarding the dynamic and static ultimate 

strength of a sample, fixed offshore platform and concluded that a quasi-static pushover 

analysis, which is currently widely used in reliability studies of offshore platforms, does not 

necessarily result in a conservative estimate of the ultimate strength of all platforms.  

Emami Azadi (2010) investigated the effect of spudcan-soil interactions by modelling the 

probability of failure of a sample jack-up structure considering different footing conditions and 

three ocean sea-states. In this study, waves were modelled using Stokes’ fifth-order theory, and 

the uncertainties regarding loading and resistance were simply simulated using normal 

distributions with predefined coefficients of variation. The mean of the load and resistance 

distributions were considered equal to the base shear for an annual wave height and ultimate 

base shear from pushover analyses, respectively.  

Golafshani et al. (2011) established a probabilistic framework to assess the performance of 

offshore platforms under extreme wave conditions using an incremental wave analysis method. 

In this method, an offshore platform was exposed to individual waves with incremental heights, 

which were modelled by Stokes’ fifth-order equations. In this study, uncertainties regarding the 

load, in terms of drag and inertia coefficients and marine growth, and the structural modelling, 

in terms of mass, yield stress and elastic modulus, were considered. The failure limit was 
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defined based on a sudden change in the response (e.g., deck displacement) to base shear or 

wave height and assessed using plots from incremental wave analyses. 

All previous research to define the level of safety of offshore platforms is based on 

simplifications in different areas. Generally, type II uncertainties, such as the uncertainty of drag 

and inertia coefficients and yield stress of steel, are considered. In contrast, type I uncertainties, 

for instance, the randomness of the water surface, are considered in very few studies (e.g., 

Karunakaran, 1993 and Cassidy et al., 2001) and are only used to estimate the extreme response 

in a sea-state. However, to calculate the probability of failure, it is also necessary to have a 

precise estimation of the failure and the “ultimate limit state” of the structure in extreme random 

seas; this has not been properly addressed in any of the current literature. 

1.2.3 Irregularity, Nonlinearity and Directionality of Ocean Waves  

Nonlinearity, directionality and irregularity are three important characteristics of ocean waves 

during an extreme event and can have a significant effect on the response and probability of 

failure of offshore platforms in extreme sea-states. However, the level of impact depends on the 

structural and geometrical characteristics of the offshore structures.  

The irregularity of ocean waves illustrates that wave energy is distributed across a broad 

spectrum of the ocean environment, while deterministic regular wave theories such as Airy and 

Stokes’ fifth-order model, which are widely used in the calculation of wave loading, assume 

that all of the wave energy is concentrated in one frequency component. To achieve a more 

realistic simulation of the wave loads, it is essential to incorporate all of the frequency 

components and, therefore, the randomness of the water surface. 

Extreme ocean waves propagate in different directions while carrying a wide range of energies 

and frequencies. In other words, offshore structures are subjected to random waves that 

approach simultaneously from different directions. Nevertheless, in the conventional methods 

recommended by the design guidelines, a kinematics reduction factor is generically used to 

account for directional spreading effects. However, this kinematics reduction factor cannot 

thoroughly represent the effect of wave spreading on space offshore structures such as jacket 
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and jack-up structures because it can only reflect the reduced kinematics under the highest point 

of the wave crest (Smith et al., 2001).  

The nonlinear nature of extreme ocean waves is central to the wave-wave interaction 

phenomenon in a wave group; it produces an asymmetric water surface such that crests get 

higher and narrower while troughs become wider and shallower compared with linear waves 

(Smith et al., 2001). Greater crests heights and associated water particle kinematics due to the 

nonlinearity of extreme ocean waves can increase wave loads and consequently play an 

important role in the stability of structures, especially when there is a possibility of wave-in-

deck. 

The effects of the irregularity of ocean waves on the response of offshore structures was 

considered in a number of studies, including those by Karunakaran (1993), Daghigh et al. 

(1997), Taylor et al. (1997) and Cassidy et al. (2001 & 2002). However, the current literature 

includes few studies on the effects of the nonlinearity and directionality of ocean waves on the 

dynamic response of offshore platforms. Sharma & Dean (1981) developed a method to 

simulate three-dimensional nonlinear random seas to evaluate the level of wave load reduction 

compared with a Stokes’ second-order wave for a single pile as well as a group of piles. Smith 

et al. (2001 & 2006) and Hoyle et al. (2009) quantified the level of load reduction on jack-ups 

by developing a formulation based on jack-up dimensions and environmental data such as 

maximum wave height, related wave period and water depth using a second-order (nonlinear) 

directional NewWave; consequently, the effect of randomness was not explicitly included. The 

developed formula, which was based on comparing the results of two quasi-static analyses, one 

with unidirectional loading and the other considering wave spreading, were intended to be 

applied in conjunction with a regular wave analysis. Agarwal & Manuel (2011) estimated the 

effect of second-order unidirectional irregular waves on the base shear of a monopile wind 

turbine and showed an increase in the loads compared with linear waves. Cassidy (2011) 

addressed the effect of wave spreading on the jack-up performance using a directional 

NewWave; however, in this case, the effect of randomness was not explicitly considered. 
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1.3 Project Aim 

The main purpose of this study is to establish a framework for a more reliable estimation of the 

probability of failure and extreme response of offshore structures, especially those that are 

dynamically sensitive to extreme random waves. The developed methodology is based on an 

advanced numerical model with emphasis on more accurate modelling of ocean waves including 

the effects of irregularity, nonlinearity and directionality. To achieve this aim, it is necessary to 

investigate the following concepts: 

a. Develop a new efficient method to estimate extreme responses of offshore platforms in 

extreme random seas as an alternative for conventional time-consuming time-history 

analysis for the entire period of the storm. 

b. Define a reliable and meaningful threshold of failure for dynamically sensitive offshore 

platforms in extreme random seas.  

c. Calculate the probability of failure based on the above results. 

d. Assess the effect of wave nonlinearity and spreading on extreme responses and the 

probability of failure of dynamically sensitive offshore platforms in extreme random seas. 

The following specific aims are derived to capture all the aforementioned concepts: 

 Aim 1: Investigate nonlinear dynamic analysis of offshore platforms exposed to extreme 

random waves. 

Aim 2: Develop a framework to efficiently calculate the probability of failure of dynamically 

sensitive structures in a random sea. 

Aim 3: Evaluate the performance of offshore structures under directional random ocean waves. 

Aim 4: Evaluate the effects of irregular nonlinear ocean waves on dynamic performance of 

offshore structures. 

Sample jack-up platforms, representing dynamically sensitive structures with highly nonlinear 

geometrical, material and soil-structure behaviour, are used as base cases throughout this study 

to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed framework and also to assess the effects of 

irregularity, nonlinearity and directionality on extreme responses and the failure probability of 

dynamically responsive offshore structures. 
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1.4 Thesis Outline 

This thesis comprises six chapters, presented as a series of technical papers according to the 

University of Western Australia’s regulations. Chapters 2 through 5 form the body of the thesis, 

and a paper is included in each chapter. Every chapter starts with an introduction section, which 

consists of a literature review of the relevant topic, and finishes with a summary and conclusion 

section. It should be noted that due to the style of the thesis, some parts may overlap across 

different chapters. 

Chapter 2 presents the effects of the irregularity of extreme ocean waves, which are modelled 

using NewWave and constrained NewWave theories, on the dynamic response and failure 

mechanisms of a sample jack-up platform for different footing conditions, such as fixed, pinned 

and plasticity models, with different preloads.  

Chapter 3 outlines a framework for estimating the probability of failure of dynamically sensitive 

offshore structures that are exposed to extreme random waves. The framework proposes a 

practical methodology for more reliable estimation of the extreme response and ultimate limit 

state of the structure for the calculation of the failure probability. The efficiency of the proposed 

methodology is assessed for a dynamically sensitive jack-up platform considering different 

amounts of preloads. 

Chapter 4 describes the effects of both the directionality and irregularity of ocean waves on the 

dynamic response and failure of a sample jack-up platform. For this aim, directional NewWave 

and constrained NewWave theories are extended to capture directionality effects, and the 

structure is then analysed for three different sea-states approaching from different angles. The 

failure modes of the structure for different wave directions are compared for directional and 

unidirectional waves. In addition, the effects of wave directionality on the dynamic 

amplification factor of the sample jack-up structure during extreme waves are investigated. 

Chapter 5 presents a new method to generate a second-order constrained NewWave and 

discusses its predictions regarding the response and failure of a sample jack-up platform. 

Furthermore, the effects of nonlinear irregular waves on the dynamic amplification factor of the 

sample jack-up structure at extreme waves are estimated.   
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Chapter 6 summarises the outcome of this research along with recommendations for future 

work.  
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CHAPTER 2  

NONLINEAR DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF JACK-UP PLATFORMS 

EXPOSED TO EXTREME RANDOM WAVES 

Abstract 

Deterministic waves with uniquely specified parameters remains widely used in the analysis of 

offshore platforms, even though the random nature of the sea-state is one of the main 

uncertainties in loading. The response of dynamically sensitive and highly redundant structures 

is significantly changed when random wave loading is considered. Therefore, to more 

confidently simulate wave loads, all of the randomness of water surface should be taken into 

account. 

Load history also plays an important role in the nonlinear dynamic response of structures. 

Accordingly, an appropriate way to consider these effects is dynamic analysis of offshore 

platforms using random time-domain generation of the sea surface over a long period of time. 

However, in general, this method is very complex and time consuming. Constrained NewWave 

theory is an alternative method that can effectively simulate many hours of random time domain 

simulation for wave loading but in a more computationally efficient manner. It takes a 

NewWave - a deterministic wave of predetermined height that accounts for the spectral 

composition of the sea - and constrains it within a random background. 

In this paper, both a NewWave and multiple constrained NewWaves are employed to simulate 

random sea-states in order to investigate the nonlinear dynamic response and collapse 

mechanisms of a jack-up platform subjected to extreme waves. Different assumptions of the 

behaviour of the jack-up spudcan-soil interaction are considered.  

 

2.1 Introduction 

Jack-ups are the most common type of mobile platforms used worldwide in the oil and gas 

industry. Recently, the overwhelming demand for offshore oil and gas exploration has increased 

the importance of these units. Although jack-ups were first employed in a relatively shallow 
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section of the Gulf of Mexico, there has been an increasing interest in the use of jack-ups in 

deep waters and harsh environments. Accordingly, performing an accurate analysis of jack-up 

response under extreme loadings is increasingly important. 

To assess the behaviour of jack-up structures, a static analysis is typically employed. However, 

the nature of the environmental loads applied to these platforms is dynamic, particularly the 

forces exerted by waves crossing the structure. In deep water, the contribution of these dynamic 

loads to the total response of the structure is more significant because the natural period of the 

jack-up approaches the peak wave periods in the sea-state. Therefore, to properly investigate the 

structural behaviour of jack-ups, implementation of these dynamic effects in the analysis is 

critical. 

Deterministic regular wave theories such as Airy and Stokes V, which are widely used in the 

calculation of wave loading, assume that all of the wave energy is concentrated in one frequency 

component rather than in the broad spectrum of the ocean environment. This assumption gives 

an unrepresentative dynamic response and to achieve more realistic simulations of the wave 

loads, it is essential to incorporate all of the randomness of water surface. Moreover, it should 

be considered that the extreme dynamic response of jack-ups not only relies upon the load being 

currently applied but also depends on the load history (Cassidy et al., 2001).  

Spudcan-soil interactions affect the overall stability of the jack-up during installation and its 

performance throughout drilling operation. To enhance the accuracy of the evaluated response 

of the jack-up structures, the nonlinear behaviour of soil is another vital factor to be considered 

in modelling.  

A review of the available literature reveals several studies on the nonlinear analysis of jack-up 

structures subjected to extreme waves, such as studies carried out by Amdahl et al. (1994), 

Cassidy (1999 & 2011), Cassidy et al. (2001 & 2002), Emami Azadi (2008, 2009 & 2010) and 

van Langen et al. (1993). However, in all of these studies, and in the majority of the jack-up 

literature (see discussion in   Cassidy et al. (2001) for instance), there are simplifications made in 

one or more of the structural, foundation and wave modelling components. The main purpose of 

this paper is to assess the more realistic nonlinear dynamic behaviour of a jack-up structure by 
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considering a balanced approach to modelling the structural, foundation and wave loading. 

Moreover, extreme random waves are employed to study dynamic collapse of the structure. 

 

2.2 Modelling Framework 

In this study, the modelling framework is discussed in three main sections, structural modelling, 

foundation modelling and wave modelling. Due to the capabilities of USFOS (2001), which will 

be discussed later in this paper, this software is used for the modelling of the structure and 

foundation. In addition, to generate the water surface for the calculation of wave loading, an 

author-developed code is implemented in USFOS. 

 

2.2.1 Structural Modelling 

The beam finite element is the basic component in the modelling of structures. In extreme 

loading conditions, the element should be able to simulate plastic deformations and changes in 

the geometry (Skallerud & Amdahl, 2002). USFOS considers plasticity by means of the yield 

surface approach, which is defined by a plastic interaction function of stress resultants (Equation 

2-1) from the axial force (N), the shear forces (Q), and the bending moments (M) over 

corresponding plastic capacities (N , Q  and M ).  

f
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N
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Q
Q

,
M
M

1 0																																																																																																																																	 2 1  

A detailed description of structural modelling can be found in Sorehde et al. (1993), USFOS 

(2001) and Skallerud & Amdahl (2002). 

 

2.2.2 Foundation Modelling 

Along with the traditional pinned and fully fixed conditions, a 2D-elastoplastic spudcan-soil 

interaction element can be used as another option to model the supporting spudcan foundation 

in USFOS (Emami Azadi, 2010). 

To initialize the latter, the jack-up installation procedure, where the spudcan foundations are 

preloaded by providing a higher vertical load than their proportion of the self-weight of the 

jack-up (through filling ballast tanks in the hull with sea-water), must be considered. The 
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preload level is determined based on the required soil-bearing capacity for the design load 

conditions. During preloading, the spudcan will penetrate the seabed until a balance between the 

dead weight load and the soil resistance is achieved. 

The preloading process provides a comprehensive test of the vertical bearing capacity of the 

foundation. However, the jack-up structure will be subjected to a combination of vertical (V) 

and horizontal (H) loads and overturning moment (M) during a storm. A plasticity approach is 

used in USFOS, with a yield surface written in terms of the applied V, H and M loads and a 

separate plastic potential are defined. This provides a smooth transition between elastic and 

fully plastic behaviour (Amdahl et al., 1994).  

The general plasticity yield function for sand is given as (Amdahl et al., 1994 and van Langen & 

Hospers, 1993): 
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in which f  is the unified yield function, f  is the unified failure function, V  is the vertical 

preload, D is the spudcan diameter and θ  is the plastic rotation. In addition, Γ and θ are the 

hardening function and the parameter of the onset of failure, respectively, and are defined as 

follows: 
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where K  is the spudcan elastic rotational stiffness. 

2.2.3 Wave Modelling 

The hydrodynamic loads on the jack-up structure are calculated using the NewWave (NW) and 

Constrained NewWave (CNW) theories based on a code that was generated by the author and 

implemented in USFOS. 
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NewWave theory is a deterministic method that accounts for the spectral composition of the 

sea-state. By presuming that the surface elevation can be simulated as a Gaussian random 

process, the expected elevation at an extreme event (e.g., a crest) can be theoretically developed. 

To model the surface elevation around this extreme event, the statistically most probable shape 

associated with its occurrence is applied (Tromans et al., 1991). For the sake of simplicity in the 

numerical implementation, this can be discretized by a finite number (N) of component 

sinusoidal waves. Because a unique relationship exists between the wave number and the 

frequency, the spatial dependency can also be included, which leads to the discrete form of the 

surface elevation (η) for the unidirectional case: 

η X, t
α
σ

S ω dω cos	 k X ω t 																																																																																										 2 5  

where k  and ω  represent the wave number and angular frequency of the nth component, 

respectively; α represents the NewWave crest elevation; S ω dω represents the surface 

elevation spectrum (assumed in Equation 2-5 to be unidirectional with all energy in the mean 

wave direction); and σ is the standard deviation corresponding to that wave spectrum. X=x-x1 is 

the distance relative to the initial position, with X=0 representing the wave crest and t 

representing the time relative to the initial position of the crest. This makes it possible to 

position the spatial field in such a way that the crest occurs at a user-defined position relative to 

the structure. 

The appropriate choice for the wave energy spectrum shape varies with location and conditions 

and depends on variables such as the wind duration and fetch length. The Pierson-Moskowitz 

and the JONSWAP spectra are widely used examples of a unidirectional wave spectrum and can 

be applied in Equation 2-5 (Cassidy, 1999). 

For random time-domain analysis the Constrained NewWave method, which is generated by 

mathematically constraining a NewWave (of predetermined height) within a random time series 

defining the surface elevation background, can be used (Taylor et al., 1997 and Cassidy et al., 

2001). This is performed in a rigorous manner in which the constrained sequence is statistically 

indistinguishable from the original random sequence. This approach provides the required 
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extreme response that correlates, on average, with the occurrence of a large wave within a 

random sea-state (Cassidy, 1999). 

Wavelets of different wavelengths, amplitudes and periods travelling at varying speeds and 

directions are superposed to generate the random water surface. For a unidirectional wave, the 

instantaneous surface elevation above the mean water-level η t  at a point in space can be 

defined as: 

η t a cos ω t b sinω t 																																																																																																						 2 6  

where a  and b  are Fourier components, which are themselves independent Gaussian random 

variables with zero mean and a variance related to the wave energy spectrum at the 

corresponding discrete frequency as follows: 

σ , S ω dω																																																																																																																																								 2 7  

Therefore, a  (and b ) can be easily simulated by finding the product of a standardized 

normally distributed random variable rn  (or rn ) with zero mean and standard deviation 

σ ,  as 

a rn S ω dω

b rn S ω dω
																																																																																																																														 2 8 	 

in which rn  and rn  are independent (Tucker et al., 1984 and Cassidy 1999). 

The constrained surface elevation η t  could be considered as 

																																																												 2 9  

                 (a)       (b)     (c)      (d)              (e)       (f)         (g) 

where the terms have the following meanings: 

term (a) - the original random surface elevation; 

term (b) - the unit NewWave; 

term (c) - the predetermined constrained amplitude (α); 

term (d) - the original random surface elevation at t 0 (or η 0 ); 
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term (e) - r t :	the slope of the unit NewWave; λ  is obtained from the second spectral moment 

of the wave energy spectrum (m λ σ ); 

term (f) - the predetermined constrained slope; for a crest, α 0; 

term (g) - the original random surface’s slope at t 0 or η 0  (Cassidy 1999). 

A detailed description of wave modelling can be found in Tromans et al. (1991), Taylor et al. 

(1997), Cassidy (1999) and Cassidy et al. (2001). 

2.3 Case Study 

A series of dynamic time-history analyses are carried out on a sample jack-up platform located 

in the North Sea at a water depth of 105 m. This jack-up model is the same model used for the 

study developed by Amdahl et al. (1994). A general view of this platform is presented in 

Figure  2-1. As stated earlier, USFOS software is used for all structural analyses in this study.  

The jack-up model consists of three main legs, three spudcan foundations and a hull structure. 

Each leg of the platform is a triangular truss structure stiffened by X-braces. All leg components 

are modelled using tubular elements. The total weight of the three legs is 63 MN, and the 

functional load of the jack-up platform equals 228 MN. 

The hull structure is modelled by equivalent general beam sections and is located 142.2 m 

above the seabed, while the top of the main legs is 165.1 m above the seabed. The first three 

natural periods of the jack-up structure with pinned boundary condition are 11.64 s (sway in the 

X direction), 11.51 s (sway in the Y direction), and 8.71 s (rotation about Z). The five different 

types of foundation conditions listed in Table  2-1 are investigated in this study. 

The soil type is assumed to be sand with a 35 degree friction angle. The spudcan diameter is 17 

m, and the apex angle is 86 degrees. The foundation conditions of SC-152, SC-190 and SC-228 

represent spudcans with preloads equal to 2, 2.5 and 3 times the functional load in each leg (and 

use the USFOS elasto-plastic model).  

The critical damping for the Pin and Fix cases is assumed to be 4% (2% for the structure plus 

2% for the foundation), and for the SC cases, it is assumed to be 2% (for the structure) 

(SNAME, 2008). The relative velocity between the water particles and the platform members is 

taken into account for estimation of the hydrodynamic loads on the structural members. 
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Based on the formulations presented in Section  2.2.3, one NewWave (NW), and 100 randomly 

generated Constrained NewWaves (CNWs) are employed. The surface elevation of the 

NewWave is generated based on a JONSWAP spectrum in a sea-state characterized by Hs = 

15.24 m and Tz = 15.2 s and has a crest elevation of 20 m. Constrained NewWaves are formed 

based on the developed NewWave and are embedded in a random sea-state in such a way that 

the peak occurs at 256 s. Figure  2-2 and Figure  2-3 illustrate the NW and one example of the 

generated CNWs, respectively. 

The structure is analysed for this NW and these CNWs under five different foundation 

conditions (presented in Table  2-1). Dynamic analyses are carried out with the waves coming 

from the direction parallel to the symmetry axis of the system such that the overturning moment 

yields compressive and tensile forces in one leeward leg and two windward legs, respectively.  

A constrained NewWave time history is generated between 0 s and 1024 s, and then it is zero 

padded up to 2048 s to investigate all possible nonlinear responses during free vibration of the 

platform.  

 

2.4 Results and Discussion 

2.4.1 Probability of Collapse 

Table  2-2 presents the total number of the CNWs leading to overall collapse of the platform and 

the collapse-dominating zone for each foundation condition. The critical zones addressed in this 

table (zones 1, 2 and 3) are shown in Figure  2-1. Table  2-3 indicates the CNW number and the 

foundation conditions leading to overall collapse of the system. All of these cases are marked 

with an “X” in Table  2-3.  

It can be observed that pinned and fixed supports correspond to the most likely and least likely 

to collapse respectively, and zone 1 (the splash zone and the area above the sea surface) is the 

most critical failure zone for all of the foundation types.  

In addition, there are only 58 CNW cases (out of 100 generated CNWs) not ending with 

collapse of the platform for any specified foundation type. It should also be noted that the 
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generated NW does not lead to overall failure of the system in any of the studied foundation 

types. 

For the modelled spudcan foundations in Table  2-2, SC-190 shows the most critical foundation 

condition as far as the foundation failure is concerned. Spudcans with small preloads (i.e., SC-

152 here) in comparison with the spudcans with larger preloads (i.e., SC-228) show a higher 

rate of foundation failure and also a lower rate of structural component failure. For spudcan 

foundations, it is also noticeable that the CNW cases that end in collapse are different when 

different preloads are implemented. 

Furthermore, there is no single CNW ending with overall failure of the platform for all five 

studied foundation conditions. In addition, there is only one generated CNW (No. 85 as labelled 

in Table  2-3) that results in overall failure for pinned and all spudcan conditions. Moreover, 

there are 8 CNWs (out of 100) that cause overall collapse of the platform only in spudcan-

supported structures (with no indication of collapse for pinned or fixed conditions). 

These results specify that in spite of the fact that all 100 generated CNWs has the same crest 

elevation (20 m occurring at 256 s), the loading history that is different between all CNWs has a 

significant effect on the possible collapse of the platform.  

The foundation condition can also play a considerable role in the overall failure of the platform. 

In general, neither pinned nor fixed supports can substitute for spudcan foundations in the 

estimation of the ultimate strength of the jack-up platforms. 

2.4.2 Maximum Deck Displacements 

As stated earlier, there are only 58 cases (out of 100 generated CNWs) not ending with overall 

collapse of the platform for any of the studied foundation conditions. The main aim of this 

section is to compare the structural responses of the platform in these cases. Figure  2-4 displays 

the displacement time history of the jack-up deck for the SC-152 condition subjected to one of 

the generated CNWs (case 57 and as illustrated in Figure  2-3). This figure presents a typical 

response of the modelled jack-up under the exerted CNW loadings. The following key points 

are recognizable in this figure: 
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 Build-up stage: The platform starts oscillating and arrives at its maximum displacement. 

During this phase, the structural response is linear initially and can eventually exceed 

the yield limit state.   

 Maximum displacement (∆max): The platform deck reaches its maximum displacement 

at the time Tmax. It should be noted that Tmax is not necessarily the same as the 

moment of the maximum water surface elevation  (i.e., 256 s here) 

 Plastic response stage: The platform continues oscillating under the randomly generated 

water surface. During this phase, many cycles of yielding and redistribution of the loads 

on the structural and foundation components can occur. 

 Free-vibration stage: No further external wave loads are applied to the platform in this 

stage; however, it continues oscillating via free vibrations with damping.  

 Residual displacement (∆res): This stage shows irreversible plastic deformations that 

will remain in the platform permanently. 

Figure  2-5 and Figure  2-6, respectively, display the frequency and cumulative distributions of 

the maximum deck displacements for the five footing conditions. 

The average (μ), maximum, minimum, standard deviation (σ  and coefficient of variation (CoV) 

of the maximum deck displacements are summarized in Table  2-4. The table illustrates that the 

Fix and SC-152 cases correspond to the lowest and highest amplitudes of the average of the 

maximum displacement, respectively. Furthermore, according to Figure  2-6, the results for the 

SC cases are considerably closer to the results for the Pin case than to those for the Fix case. It 

also shows that the Pin case is not always the most conservative foundation condition. Indeed, 

low preload results in the higher displacements in the elasto-plastic models due to the reduction 

in the stiffness in the vertical and horizontal directions.  

It is also observed that for all of the foundation conditions, the coefficient of variation of the 

maximum deck displacement is less than 11%. This result implies that the maximum 

displacement of the structure is not significantly influenced by the loading time history of 

CNWs; it is primarily dominated by the crest elevation and the foundation type. 
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Based on the results presented in Figure  2-6, the 50% exceedance values of the maximum deck 

displacements for different foundation types are shown in Table  2-5. This information can be 

used practically as an indication of the extreme deck displacement for all studied, randomly 

generated waves. It is noticeable that the average of the 50% exceedance for all SC cases is just 

0.1% greater than that of the Pin case; however, it is 14% greater than the 50% exceedance for 

the Fix case.  

Tmax, the time at which the platform reaches its maximum displacement, is another indicator of 

the overall response of the platform. As a result of the nonlinear response and dynamic 

properties of the system, Tmax can be different from the moment of the maximum water surface 

elevation (256 s here for all generated CNWs). Table  2-6 presents the total number of CNWs in 

which the maximum deck displacement does not occur at a time around the moment of the 

maximum water surface elevation (256±2 s). For the SC conditions, this number is always less 

than those of the Pin and Fix cases. 

In Table  2-7, the maximum deck displacements of the platform subjected to the NewWave are 

shown and compared with the average of those due to CNWs. Under NewWave loads, the Fix 

and SC-152 cases present the lowest and highest amplitudes of the deck maximum 

displacements (similar to the CNW results summarized in Table  2-4). It is also observed that 

there is a good agreement between the NW and CNW results in terms of the maximum deck 

displacement (the difference varies from 0.2% to 2.3%). This reveals that for the sample jack-up 

if the crest elevation is high enough, it will dominate the maximum displacement of the 

platform and the random background of the CNWs cannot change it significantly. 

 

2.4.3 Summary and Conclusions 

NewWave and Constrained NewWave methodologies were employed for dynamic analysis of a 

sample jack-up platform under extreme wave loadings. Five different foundation types (pinned, 

fixed, and spudcans with 152 MN, 190 MN and 228 MN preloads) were investigated in this 

study. The probability of collapse, the critical areas dominating the collapse mechanisms, the 
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maximum deck displacements and the variation of the results for 100 randomly generated 

Constrained NewWaves, were discussed. 

The following conclusions can be drawn from the numerical results of this study: 

- In extreme waves with a high peak, the probability of collapse is not governed only by 

the maximum crest elevation. The time-history of the loading and foundation conditions 

will also affect the collapse probability. 

- For assessment of the ultimate strength of the jack-up platform, neither pinned nor fixed 

supports can adequately substitute for a more sophisticated model that tracks the load-

displacement behaviour of the spudcan foundations. 

- In elasto-plastic models with spudcan foundations, the cases that end in collapse are 

different when different preloads are implemented. By increasing the preload, the rate 

of failure in spudcan foundations decreases, but it increases in the structural 

components.  

- Studying extreme deck displacement revealed that pinned foundation condition does not 

always result in the most conservative responses. 
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Figure  2-1. A general view of the sample platform 

 

 

Figure  2-2. NewWave water surface 
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Figure  2-3. Constrained NewWave water surface 

 

 
Figure  2-4. Typical deck displacement time history of a jack-up 
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Figure  2-5. Frequency distributions of the maximum deck displacements 
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Figure  2-6. Cumulative distributions of the maximum deck displacement 
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Table  2-1. Studied foundation types 
Case ID Remarks 

Pin Pinned Supports 
Fix Fixed Supports 

SC-152 Spudcan support with a preload of 152 MN 
SC-190 Spudcan support with a preload of 190 MN 
SC-228 Spudcan support with a preload of 228 MN 

 
 

Table  2-2. Total number of CNWs leading to overall collapse 
                       Footing ID 
  Collapse                                 

Pin Fix SC-152 SC-190 SC-228

Structural 
Zone 1 28 5 5 4 13 
Zone 2 4 0 0 0 0 
Zone 3 0 0 0 0 0 

Foundation --- --- 4 5 2 
Number of Collapse (∑) 32 5 9 9 15 

 

Table  2-3. Platform collapse results for all CNWs  
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1             34             67           
2 X   X       35             68           
3             36 X           69           
4             37 X           70           
5 X           38 X           71     X     
6 X     X X   39             72 X         
7             40 X           73       X X 
8 X X         41             74           
9             42 X   X       75           

10             43             76 X         
11             44             77 X         
12 X       X   45             78           
13 X     X     46 X           79           
14             47             80 X   X     
15 X X   X     48             81           
16             49             82           
17   X X   X   50             83         X 
18             51 X   X   X   84   X       
19             52             85 X   X X X 
20             53             86 X         
21             54       X X   87           
22 X       X   55 X   X       88           
23             56             89     X     
24             57             90           
25 X X     X   58             91           
26 X       X   59             92           
27 X     X X   60       X X   93           
28             61             94 X         
29         X   62             95           
30             63             96 X     X   
31 X           64             97 X         
32             65             98 X         
33 X           66 X           99         X 

                            100           
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Table  2-4. Statistical inferences relevant to maximum deck displacement 
                        Case 
 Max Disp.                 

Pin Fix SC-152 SC-190 SC-228  

 (m) 3.98 3.38 4.13 3.96 3.81 
 (m) 0.34 0.24 0.41 0.45 0.38 

Min (m) 3.03 2.80 3.07 2.97 2.89 
Max (m) 4.80 4.02 5.12 5.76 4.93 

CoV 9% 7% 10% 11% 10% 
 

Table  2-5. 50% exceedance values of the maximum deck displacement 
                        Case 
 Max Disp.                 

Pin Fix SC-152 SC-190 SC-228  

50% Exceedance (m) 3.94 3.39 4.12 3.91 3.8 
 

Table  2-6. Total number of cases with Tmax different from 256±2 s 
                        Case 
 Max Disp.                 

Pin Fix SC-152 SC-190 SC-228 

No. of Cases  
Tmax ≠ 2562 s 

15 6 0 4 2 

 

Table  2-7. Comparison of the maximum deck displacements under NW and CNWs 
                           Case 
 Max Disp.                 

Pin Fix SC-152 SC-190 SC-228  

NewWave (m) 3.91 3.37 4.10 3.91 3.72 
Average of CNWs (m) 3.98 3.38 4.13 3.96 3.81 

Difference  1.7% 0.2% 0.7% 1.2% 2.3% 
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CHAPTER 3  

A FRAMEWORK TO EFFICIENTLY CALCULATE THE 

PROBABILITY OF FAILURE OF DYNAMICALLY SENSITIVE 

STRUCTURES IN A RANDOM SEA 

Abstract 

The growing interest in the use of offshore platforms in deeper waters and harsher 

environments, as well as the desire to extend the operation of existing structures beyond their 

design lives, is increasing attention on the assessment of the response and failure of these units 

under extreme storm loading. Such assessments of dynamically sensitive structures are 

complicated by their dynamic response combined with the random nature of extreme waves. 

This paper proposes a practical method for the estimation of (i) the extreme response statistics 

and (ii) the probability of failure of dynamically sensitive offshore structures in a given sea-

state. The proposed method accounts for the random nature of a sea-state by the structured use 

of multiple Constrained NewWaves in combination with the Monte Carlo method. Analyses of a 

sample mobile jack-up structure show that the probability of failure can be efficiently calculated 

for even the most nonlinear and dynamically responsive offshore structures. 

3.1 Introduction 

The underlying philosophy of conventional methods for the design of offshore structures that 

are subjected to environmental loads is to assure that they can safely withstand a load level that 

represents a certain return interval (e.g., 100-year event). These methods provide criteria for 

acceptance or rejection; however, they do not quantify the reliability under extreme 

environmental loadings. In recent years, there has been an increasing demand for quantitative 

predictions of the failure probability of offshore structures. This is mainly due to two reasons: 

the desire to employ these structures in deeper waters and more hostile environmental 

conditions and the requirement to extend the operation of existing offshore structures beyond 

their design lives.  
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Failure occurs when the extreme response of the structure exceeds the threshold of the overall 

ultimate limit state(s). Therefore, assessing the probability of failure requires a precise estimate 

of the “extreme response” as well as the “ultimate limit state” of the structure. These are 

difficult to determine for offshore structures because of the large number of associated 

uncertainties.  

The inherent randomness of waves in the ocean is one of the main sources of uncertainty. 

Deterministic regular wave theories that are widely used to calculate wave loading, such as the 

Airy wave theory, assume that all of the wave energy is concentrated in one frequency 

component rather than across the broad spectrum of the ocean environment. This assumption 

provides an unrepresentative response. To achieve more realistic simulations of the wave loads, 

it is essential to incorporate all of the frequency components and therefore the randomness of 

the water surface. On the other hand, simulating many hours of a random storm in real time is a 

computationally time consuming process, particularly because only a few of the waves in each 

time series are capable of producing the extreme result (Taylor et al., 1997 and Cassidy et al., 

2001 & 2002). In this case, a shorter time period with a logical combination of crest elevations 

can be used to simulate the extreme responses for the expected wave size within the sea-state. 

This can be done using the NewWave (Tromans et al., 1991) and Constrained NewWave (CNW) 

(Taylor et al., 1997) theories for the calculation of wave loads on offshore structures (Cassidy et 

al., 2001 & 2002). 

The environmental loads that are applied on offshore structures, and particularly the forces 

exerted by waves across the structure, are dynamic. For offshore structures with natural periods 

that approach the peak wave periods of the sea-state, referred to as dynamic sensitive platforms, 

such as jack-ups or slender jackets, the contribution of the dynamically amplified environmental 

loads to the total response of the structure is significant. For these dynamically sensitive 

structures, the extreme response may either occur from an extreme sea-state or lower sea-states 

where significant dynamic amplification of the structural response occurs (Karunakaran, 1993). 

Furthermore, the extreme response is not necessarily dictated by the extreme crest elevation 

event within a given sea-state. 
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Relatively few methods have been presented in the literature to calculate the probability of 

failure of dynamically responding offshore structures in extreme storms, and these methods 

usually use simplifications in the wave modelling as well as in the estimation of the failure 

criteria. Most previous studies have used regular wave theories and failure thresholds that are 

defined based on the maximum base shear to evaluate the probability of failure of offshore 

platforms through static pushover analyses. For example, based on this approach, Sigurdsson et 

al. (1994) estimated the probability of failure of a jacket platform using the fifth-order Stokes 

wave theory, and van de Graaf et al. (1996) estimated the failure probability of a jack-up 

platform using the NewWave theory. These methods include neither the randomness of the sea-

state nor dynamic effects in the estimation of the response and failure of the structure.  

Cassidy et al. (2003) used CNW theory and the dynamic time history analysis method to 

calculate the statistical response of a sample jack-up platform. In their study, the exceedence of 

the maximum deck displacements (e.g., 0.5 m) was defined as a failure limit. Although this 

accounted for structural dynamics and random waves, it did not incorporate a realistic overall 

collapse of the jack-up itself. Karunakaran (1993) considered the effect of the random sea-state 

in estimating the response of a sample jack-up platform, although the failure criteria was 

assumed to be simulated by a simple normal distribution (e.g., of the base shear capacity) with 

constant values for the mean and coefficient of variation (CoV). However, no justification of the 

efficiency of these values in simulating the failure behaviour of the studied platform was 

presented.  

This paper proposes a simple methodology for estimating the failure probability of dynamically 

sensitive offshore structures that considers the effect of the random nature of sea-states in the 

extreme response and the failure threshold of the structure. The developed methodology is based 

on the structural reliability theory, in which the failure probability, Pf, of a system is defined as 

follows (Melchers, 1999): 

P P R S P G R, S 0 																																																																																																																				 3 1                          

where S is the system’s “serviceability” (or calculated response distribution from load effects); 

R is the system’s ‘‘resistance’’ (or upper limit of strength/behaviour); and G is the failure 
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function, which can be expressed as G=R-S. The accuracy of the results from a probabilistic 

approach depends on the accuracies of the individual components of the failure function (i.e., R 

and S), which are investigated for application to dynamically sensitive offshore structures in this 

paper.  

3.2 Framework for the Estimation of the Probability of Failure 

As explained above, accurate estimates of the components of the failure function (Equation 3-1) 

are required to assess the probability of failure. Due to the considerable impact of the dynamic 

effects on the total response of the dynamically sensitive offshore structure as well as the 

nonlinearity of the structure during an extreme event, the failure function cannot be expressed 

easily in terms of the external loads (i.e., the maximum base shear or overturning moment). In 

this study, the extreme structural response (S) and ultimate limit state (R) are expressed in terms 

of the maximum deck displacement for a given node in the topside (hereafter called the 

reference node), which is representative of the overall behaviour of the structure, including all 

of the dynamic and nonlinear properties. The adequacy of using this parameter for the 

estimations is verified in Section  3.5.2. 

This section describes the proposed methodology for calculating (i) the extreme response 

statistics (Section  3.2.1), (ii) the ultimate limit state (Section  3.2.2) and (iii) the probability of 

failure (Section  3.2.3) of a dynamically responding structure. Details about how to perform the 

CNW calculations are provided in Section  3.3, and the methods are applied in a case study of a 

sample jack-up in Section  3.4. Figure  3-1 shows the logical scheme of the proposed framework. 

3.2.1 Estimation of the Extreme Structural Response 

The extreme structural response can be estimated using the following six steps: 

Step 1: Estimation of the extreme crest height distribution 

For a short period of time (e.g., three hours), assuming a Gaussian sea and narrow-banded 

spectrum (ε  bandwidth parameter 1 m m m⁄ 	 0.9, where the m  (i = 0, 2, 4) is 

the ith order spectral moment of the wave spectrum (Ochi, 1981)), the crest height can be 

modelled by a Rayleigh probability distribution (Longuet-Higgins, 1952). Therefore, the 
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probability distribution of the extreme values can be precisely derived by applying order 

statistics (Ochi, 1998). The order statistics concept is based on defining extreme values as a 

function of the number of samples, where each element of the random sample is assumed to be 

statistically independent. Consequently, the cumulative distribution function of the extreme crest 

height (F x ) in a storm with a duration of Tstorm can be derived from the following 

equation:  

F x F x 																																																																																																																											 3 2                          

where F x  is the initial cumulative distribution function of the crest height (Rayleigh 

distribution), and N  is the number of crests in the storm estimated as Tstorm/Tz, where Tz is 

the zero-up crossing period of the sea-state. The statistical properties of F x  can be 

obtained by Monte Carlo simulations (Kroese et at., 2011). 

Step 2: Simulation of the random water surface using CNWs 

Based on the distribution of the extreme crest heights (from Step 1), several discrete crest 

heights that are representative of a full range of the maximum crest elevations in the given 

random sea are selected, and CNWs are randomly generated for each crest height. A CNW is 

generated by constraining a NewWave with a predetermined crest height within a random 

simulation of the sea-state. NewWaves and CNWs can be generated based on the formulation 

presented in Section  3.3. Windowing of the NewWave time history (equivalent to the duration 

of CNW, T) should be optimised to minimise the energy loss of the wave spectrum. 

Step 3: Nonlinear dynamic analysis 

The CNWs are applied to the structure, and a nonlinear dynamic analysis is conducted. The 

maximum deck displacement for the non-failure cases can be considered as the extreme 

response of the structure.  

Step 4: Estimation of the extreme response distribution for discrete crest heights 

The extreme response distribution can be evaluated based on the results from the non-failure 

cases. One of the common methods for this is the maximum likelihood method (Coles, 2001).  
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Step 5: Evaluation of the extreme response statistics for any crest height 

Steps 1 to 4 estimated the response distribution and the relevant statistical parameters for a set 

of discrete crest heights. However, the structural response for any given crest height is still 

required. This can be determined by formulating the “response statistics” as a function of the 

crest height. The distribution of the maximum deck displacement at any given crest height can 

be directly evaluated with these functions. 

Step 6: Estimation of the extreme response probability distribution function for the sea-

state 

Using the Monte Carlo (Kroese et at., 2011) simulation technique, the probability distribution 

function of the maximum deck displacement can be estimated by convolution of the distribution 

of the extreme crest height (from Step 1) and the response statistic functions (from Step 5).  

3.2.2 Estimation of the Ultimate Limit States 

The method described in Section  3.2.1 provides the framework for calculating the extreme 

response statistics for a given sea-state. It does not account for any failure in the structure (i.e., 

an ultimate limit state representing a physical criterion beyond which the structure cannot resist 

the applied loads). In this study, overall failure (termination of the numerical simulation due to 

the overall instability of the entire platform) is established as the ultimate limit state criteria, and 

the maximum deck displacement prior to overall failure, which can be evaluated through the 

following steps, is used as an indication of this limit state criteria. 

Step 1: Estimation of the upper limit crest height  

The general methodology to be followed is to use a large enough number of random simulations 

(1000 random simulations were used here) to constrain a range of successively decreasing crest 

heights. It should be noted that in all these steps, the sea-state characteristics (Hs and Tz) will 

remain constant. The first (largest) crest height in this range is the minimum crest height (called 

the upper limit crest height) that leads to the overall collapse for all 1000 simulations, whereas 

the last (smallest) crest height in this range is the maximum crest height that shows no failure 

for any of the 1000 simulations. The recommended methodology is as follows: 
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a) Numerous random waves with durations of T are generated (1000 waves are 

suggested, though this may be determined by the required accuracy of the 

probability of failure). 

b) Based on the distribution of extreme crest heights (Section  3.2.1 – Step 1), a very 

large crest height (α0) is selected to constrain the random simulations. For instance, 

a crest height equivalent to the 99% probability of non-exceedence of the extreme 

crest heights of a storm (with a duration of Tstorm) is a reasonable first selection. 

c) A NewWave with a crest height equal to α0 is generated and constrained with the 

1000 random waves generated in Step a) to produce 1000 CNWs.  

d) The structure is analysed for the 1000 generated CNWs. If failure is observed for all 

cases, α0 will be considered as the upper limit crest height; otherwise, α0 is slightly 

increased, and Steps c and d are repeated until failure is observed for all cases. 

Step 2: Estimation of the ultimate limit state distribution 

The ultimate limit state threshold can be estimated using a successive analysis method as 

follows:  

a) Using the same 1000 random waves generated in Step 1, 1000 new CNWs are 

developed considering a new NewWave crest height, α1, where α1= α0-α, α0 is the 

upper limit crest height, and α is a relatively small crest height interval (e.g., 0.5 

m).  

b) The structure is analysed under the generated CNWs. The maximum deck 

displacements for all of the non-failure cases (n1 cases) are recorded, and the 

corresponding random waves are removed from the next set of analyses.  

c) The remaining random waves (i.e., 1000-n1) that still cause failure are constrained 

with a new NewWave with a crest height equal to α2= α1-α. 

d) Steps b and c are repeated until no failure is observed at the ith step. 

Table  3-1 summarises these steps and the failure and non-failure cases at each stage. 

By selecting consecutive crest heights that are close enough to each other (i.e., relatively 

smallα), it can be confirmed that for each selected crest height (αi), all of the non-failure cases 
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would lead to overall failure with a minor increase in the crest height (α). Hence, the 

maximum deck displacement of the non-failure cases at each step can be considered as the deck 

displacement that corresponds to the threshold of failure (i.e., the ultimate limit state). The 

ultimate limit state distribution can then be generated based on the maximum deck displacement 

of the non-failure cases using the maximum likelihood method.  

 

3.2.3 Estimation of the Probability of Failure 

Based on the criteria presented in Section  3.1, the condition in which the extreme structural 

response exceeds the ultimate limit state is considered as failure (failure criteria: G ≤ 0). The 

failure function, G=R-S, can be generated from the extreme structural response (S) and the 

ultimate limit state response (R), which were presented in Sections  3.2.1 and  3.2.2, respectively. 

The probability of failure can be estimated from the failure function using the Monte Carlo 

simulation technique. This technique involves random sampling to artificially simulate a large 

number of experiments and to observe the result (Melchers, 1999). Therefore, the probability of 

failure equals to the number of the failure cases over the total number of numerous experiments 

for the randomly selected S and R. The number of the experiments should be large enough to 

make the variation of the probability of failure negligible. 

3.3 Wave Modelling 

The NewWave theory (Tromans et al., 1991) is a deterministic method that accounts for the 

spectral composition of the sea-state. By assuming that the surface elevation can be simulated as 

a Gaussian random process, the expected elevation during an extreme event can be determined 

theoretically with the simulation of a large crest elevation that is particularly useful in offshore 

engineering. The shape that is statistically most probable and associated with the event’s 

occurrence is applied to model the surface elevation around this extreme event (Tromans et al., 

1991) and (Cassidy, 1999). For the sake of simplicity in the numerical implementation, the 

NewWave shape can be discretised by a finite number (N) of sinusoidal wave components. 

Because a unique relationship exists between the wave number and the frequency, the spatial 
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dependency can also be included, which leads to the discrete form of the surface elevation () 

for the unidirectional case, as shown in Equation 3-3: 

η X, t
α
σ

S ω dω cos	 k X ω τ 																																																																																										 3 3  

where k  and ω  represent the wave number and angular frequency of the nth component, 

respectively; α represents the NewWave crest elevation; S ω dω represents the surface 

elevation spectrum (which is assumed to be unidirectional with all of the energy in the mean 

wave direction); σ is the standard deviation corresponding to that wave spectrum; and X = x-x1 

and τ = t-t1 are the distance and time relative to the initial position and initial time, respectively, 

with X = 0 and τ = 0 representing the location and time of the wave crest, respectively. This 

allows the spatial field to be positioned so the crest occurs at a user-defined time and position 

relative to the structure. 

Taylor et al. (1997) and Cassidy et al. (2001) showed that the CNWs, which are generated 

mathematically by constraining a NewWave (of a predetermined crest height) within a random 

time series that defines the background surface elevation, can be used for the time-domain 

analysis. This is performed in a rigorous manner in which the constrained sequence is 

statistically indistinguishable from the original random sequence. This approach provides the 

required extreme response that correlates, on average, with the occurrence of a large wave 

within a random sea-state (Taylor et al., 1997). 

Wavelets of different wavelengths, amplitudes and periods that travel at varying speeds and 

directions are superposed to generate the random water surface. For a unidirectional wave, the 

instantaneous random surface elevation η t  at a point in space can be defined as follows: 

η t a cos ω t b sin ω t 																																																																																																			 3 4  

where a  and b  are Fourier components, which are themselves independent Gaussian random 

variables with a zero mean and a variance that is related to the wave energy spectrum at the 

corresponding discrete frequency as follows: 

σ , S ω dω																																																																																																																																								 3 5                          
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The constrained surface elevation η t  can be considered as follows: 

η t η t r t α a
r t
λ

α ω b 																																																															 3 6  

  (a)      (b)   (c)      (d)             (e)       (f)         (g) 

where the terms have the following meanings: 

term (a) - the original random surface elevation; 

term (b) - the unit NewWave surface elevation; 

term (c) - the predetermined constrained crest height (α); 

term (d) - the original random surface elevation at t 0 (or η 0 ); 

term (e) - r t 	is the slope of the unit NewWave; λ  is obtained from the second spectral 

moment of the wave energy spectrum (m λ σ ); 

term (f) - the predetermined constrained slope; for a crest, α 0; 

term (g) - the slope of the original random surface at t 0 (or η 0 ). 

More detailed descriptions of simulating NewWave and CNWs can be found in Tromans et al. 

(1991), Taylor et al. (1997), Cassidy (1999) and Cassidy et al. (2000 & 2001).  

3.4 Case Study 

The proposed methodology was applied to a sample jack-up platform, which is a dynamically 

sensitive structure, located at a water depth of 106.7 m. A general view of this platform is 

presented in Figure  3-2. The jack-up model consisted of a hull structure, three main legs and 

three spudcan foundations. The hull structure was modelled by equivalent linear general beam 

sections and was located 131.7 m above the seabed. Each leg of the platform was composed of a 

triangular truss structure stiffened by X-braces with a centre-to-centre distance of 46 m. All of 

the leg components were modelled using tubular elements, and the tops of the main legs were 

146.1 m above the seabed. The nonlinearity of the leg-hull connections was not included in the 

model. The total self-weight of the jack-up platform was 134.2 MN. The soil type was assumed 

to be sand with a 35-degree friction angle. The diameter of the spudcan was 17 m, the apex 

angle was 86 degrees, and the preload was assumed to be 120 MN. The first three natural 
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periods of the jack-up structure were 7.70 s (sway in the X direction), 7.69 s (sway in the Y 

direction), and 6.82 s (rotation about the vertical axis). 

The three-hour storm condition was represented by a JONSWAP spectrum with a significant 

wave height Hs = 17.46 m, a peak period Tp = 17.22 s and a bandwidth parameter ε = 0.59. 

Waves were considered to be the only environmental load, and no wind or current was applied. 

Nonlinear dynamic analyses are conducted with the waves coming from the direction parallel to 

the symmetry axis of the system (X-direction) such that the overturning moment causes 

compressive forces in one leeward leg and tensile forces in two windward legs (Figure  3-2). 

Hydrodynamic coefficient values for the tubular sections of CD = 0.7 and CM = 2.0 were utilised, 

and the effects of marine growth and shielding were ignored. It should be noted the no wave-in-

deck effect is considered in this study. 

3.4.1 Basis of the Modelling  

The simulations were conducted using USFOS (Sorehde et al., 1993), which is a commercial 

software that is widely used for nonlinear and pushover analyses of offshore platforms. USFOS 

was used because of its capabilities in structural analysis, its built-in spudcan foundation 

plasticity model and modules to simulate the water surface, wave kinematics and loads. 

3.4.1.1 Structural Modelling  

A proper beam finite element model is the basic component in structural nonlinear analysis. In 

extreme loading conditions, the beam elements should be able to simulate plastic deformations 

and changes in geometry (Skallerud and Amdahl, 2002). In this study, the entire structural 

members are modelled using USFOS two-node beam elements with fully fixed connections. 

This 3D structural beam model is based on the exact solution of the 4th order differential 

equation for a beam subjected to the end forces including first order torsional behaviour. 

However, for small axial forces relative to the Euler buckling load, these shape functions 

become inaccurate and are replaced by a 3rd degree polynomial shape function. The material 

nonlinearity is modelled using a stress-resultant plasticity approach, where the kinematic 

hardening model is used to characterise the yield and plastic potential functions. Geometrical 
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nonlinearities at the local level (i.e., individual members) and global level are considered by 

updating the structure geometry as the analysis proceeds. A detailed description of structural 

modelling in USFOS can be found in Sorehde et al. (1993). 

3.4.1.2 Foundation Modelling  

During the installation of jack-ups, the spudcan foundations are preloaded by elevating the hull 

above the sea surface and then filling ballast tanks in the hull with seawater, which provides a 

vertical load that is greater than their proportion of the self-weight of the jack-up. The preload 

level is determined by the required soil-bearing capacity for the design load conditions. During 

preloading, the spudcan will penetrate the seabed until a balance between the total applied load 

and the soil resistance is reached. Once the preload is held for a specific time, the preload water 

is dumped, and the jack-up is ready to be elevated to the operating air gap. The preloading 

process provides insight into the vertical bearing capacity of the foundation. However, during 

storm conditions, the soil underneath the spudcan foundation will be subjected to a combination 

of vertical (V) and horizontal (H) loads and an overturning moment (M).  

A 2D hardening plasticity model is used in USFOS for the spudcan-soil interaction. This model 

consists of a yield function to evaluate the bearing capacity and a flow rule to calculate the 

plastic deformations. The yield function for this model, f V, H,M, θ , depends on the loads (H, 

V and M) and the corresponding plastic rotation (θ ) of the spudcan. The function is based on a 

two-surface concept: the initial yield surface (f ) and the failure surface (f ). The initial yield 

surface defines the loading condition for which plastic deformation is negligible and the 

response remains fully elastic, while the failure surface represents the fully plastic deformation 

condition. In the intermediate loading condition (i.e., where	f f f ), the rotational response 

becomes nonlinear, but sliding and further penetration do not occur (Van Langen et al., 1999).  

A hardening function, Γ, provides a smooth transition from the initial yield surface to the failure 

surface in the intermediate zone, which is a function of the plastic rotation such that the zero 

plastic rotation gives f f  and f f  when no plastic capacity remains. Using θ  as the 
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parameter for the onset of failure, which can be expressed in the form of the spudcan’s elastic 

rotational stiffness, the yield function can be presented as follows:  

f V, H,M, θ f f f Γ																																																																																																																						 3 7                          

Γ

0												for			θ 0		

0 Γ 1				for			0 θ θ 	

1												for			θ θ
																																																																																																											 3 8                          
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																																																																 3 10  

in which Vp is the vertical preload, D  is the effective spudcan diameter (this is equal to the diameter for 

purely circular spudcans or the equivalent diameter producing the same planar area for irregular spudcan 

shapes), and with the explicit form of Γ provided in Amdahl et al. (1994) and Van Langen et al. (1999). 

These functions are ‘rugby ball’ shaped surfaces which are eccentric ellipses in section on the plans of 

constant V, and approximately parabolic in any section including V-axis.   

Consistent with plasticity theory, the plastic displacements are calculated by differentiating the plastic 

potential function (g) with respect to their conjugate load (i.e. flow rule). For sand, the plastic potential 

function is as follows: 

g g g g Γ																																																																																																																																						 3 11   
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where g  and g  are the initial and failure potential functions, respectively. Detailed information 

about the hardening plasticity models are presented in Amdahl et al. (1994) and Van Langen et 

al. (1999). 
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3.4.1.3 Wave Modelling  

A generated water surface elevation can be discretised into a finite set of wave components 

using the Fast Fourier Transform. Each component is expressed by a harmonic wave with a 

given amplitude, angular frequency and phase angle. USFOS uses these components to model 

the water surface and wave kinematics along any structural member. For this study, a code was 

developed to generate the water surface elevation components according to the CNW theory, 

and the results were then implemented in USFOS. For wave components in a time-history 

analysis, all of the water particle kinematics are calculated using the Wheeler stretching method 

(Wheeler, 1970), and the hydrodynamic loads on all of the submerged structural elements are 

determined using the Morison equation. 

3.4.2 Estimation of the Probability of Failure of the Sample Jack-up 

In this section, the sample jack-up is used to illustrate the proposed method to calculate the 

response statistics of the dynamically responding jack-up before failure (Section  3.4.2.1), the 

ultimate limit state (Section   3.4.2.2) and the probability of failure for the jack-up 

(Section  3.4.2.3) if exposed to three hours of the sea-state.  

3.4.2.1 Estimation of the Extreme Response Statistics 

In this section, the steps outlined in Section  3.2.1 were followed. 

Step 1: Estimation of the extreme crest height distribution 

For the sea-state characterised in Section  3.4 with a storm duration of three hours (N

790 , the crest height and extreme crest height distributions are estimated and presented in 

Figure  3-3. 

Step 2: Simulation of the random water surface using CNWs 

Based on the distribution of the extreme crest height presented in Figure  3-3, seven discrete 

crest heights from 11 m to 20 m at 1.5 m intervals were selected as representative of the full 

range of the maximum crest elevations in a three-hour storm. NewWaves and CNWs were 

developed based on the formulations presented in Section  3.3. The duration of the CNW was 

300 s, and the peak occurred at t=150 s.  
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One hundred such waves were generated for each selected crest elevation. The first and last 50 s 

of the CNW duration (i.e., three times the Tp) were zero tapered. For each CNW, the generated 

water surface was implemented in USFOS, which in turn calculated the kinematics and loads 

according to linear wave theory. Figure  3-4 illustrates an example of one randomly generated 

background sea, a NewWave profile and the corresponding CNW. Figure  3-5 shows the 

amplitude spectrum of these water surfaces and it can be seen that constraining the NewWave in 

the random background, the amplitude spectrum of the CNW water surface reflects the peak 

amplitude at the peak period. 

To assess the effect of the location of the maximum crest on the response of the sample jack-up 

platform, the NewWave with a maximum crest height of 18 m was applied to the platform with 

the crest location moving from -45 m to +65 m relative to the centre of the windward legs at 1 

m intervals. The largest deck displacement measured at the reference node (the hull centre for 

the sample jack-up) caused by the NewWave was recorded as the structural response for each 

simulation. As illustrated in Figure  3-6, for the sample jack-up platform exposed to the 

previously specified sea-state, the maximum deck displacement at the reference node occurred 

when the crest was near the leeward leg. Therefore, the remainder of the analyses were 

conducted with the NewWaves constrained at the leeward leg. 

Step 3: Nonlinear dynamic analysis 

The structure was analysed under the applied CNWs (seven sets of crest heights and 100 CNWs 

for each crest height; these were called the first set of simulations) with crest heights at the 

centre of the leeward leg, and the largest deck displacements for the non-failing cases were 

recorded at the reference node. The dynamic time domain approach which is based on the HHT-

α method (Sorehde et al., 1993) was used to analyse the entire platform in USFOS with the 

following assumptions:  

 The integration time-step (time increments) in the time domain simulation was 0.1 s, which 

is less than 1/20 of the zero up-crossing period of the sea-state and 1/20 of the first mode’s 

natural period of the structure (ABS, 2004).  
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 The short transients from the response time histories at the beginning of each simulation 

were excluded by eliminating the first 200 time steps of the simulation (20 s) (DNV, 2011). 

 The structural damping was assumed to be 2% of the critical damping. Moreover, the 

relative velocity between the water particles and the platform members was used to estimate 

the hydrodynamic loads on the structural members. Consequently, the hydrodynamic 

damping was accounted for, so it was not included in the global damping. The hysteresis 

foundation damping was also excluded from the global damping because the adopted 

nonlinear foundation model includes foundation damping (SNAME, 2008). 

Nonlinearities were included in the modelling process of all of the structural and foundation 

components through the geometry and material nonlinear behaviour as well as the spudcan-soil 

nonlinear interaction models. Figure  3-7 depicts the deck displacement time history of the jack-

up subjected to the sample CNW presented in Figure  3-4.  Figure  3-8 shows the Fourier 

transform of the deck displacement time history shown in Figure  3-7. The residual deck 

displacement in Figure  3-7 and the low frequency deck displacement in Figure  3-8, where the 

value of the sample CNW water surface amplitude spectrum (Figure  3-5) is negligible, reflect 

the plastic deformations and nonlinearities in the response of the sample jack-up. 

Step 4: Estimation of the extreme response distribution for discrete crest heights  

Based on the results of numerous simulations, a three-parameter Weibull distribution (equation 

3-14) was found to characterise the extreme responses of the sample jack-up platform 

reasonably well.  

F x 1 e 																																																																																																																																					 3 14                                                  

where F x  is the cumulative Weibull distribution function, and δ, β and γ are the scale, shape 

and location parameters, respectively, which were evaluated using the maximum likelihood 

method. The mean (µ) and coefficient of variation (CoV) of the Weibull distribution can be 

calculated as follows: 

μ δ. Γ 1 1 β⁄ γ																																																																																																																																			 3 15                                                  

CoV δ Γ 1 2 β⁄ Γ 1 1 β⁄ . /μ																																																																																										 3 16                                                 

where Γ is the gamma function. 
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Therefore, for each selected crest height in Step 2, the distribution of the maximum deck 

displacements for the randomly generated CNWs were evaluated by fitting a three-parameter 

Weibull distribution to the results of Step 3. As an example, Figure  3-9 shows the distribution of 

the maximum deck displacement for a 17 m crest height. The statistical parameters (i.e., mean 

(µ), coefficient of variation (CoV) and location parameter (γ)) of the probability distribution 

function that is relevant to the response distribution for each selected crest height are 

summarised in Table  3-2.  

Step 5: Evaluation of the extreme response statistics for any crest height  

Based on the results for the crest heights with almost no failure cases presented in Table  3-2 

(i.e., crest heights of 17 m and less), the best-fitting functions for the response statistics were 

estimated. 

Figure  3-10 presents the estimated fitted functions for the mean μ(α), coefficient of variation 

CoV(α) and location parameter γ(α). Figure  3-10 also shows that these trends, when extended, 

agree well with the response statistics of the crest heights that are greater than 17 m.  

Step 6: Estimation of the extreme response probability distribution function for the sea-

state  

A Monte Carlo simulation of the distribution of the extreme crest heights (from Step 1) and 

response statistic functions (from Step 5) provides the probability distribution function of the 

maximum deck displacement, which is presented in Figure  3-11. 

To verify the accuracy of this method, the calculations were repeated for two new sets of 

CNWs, which are called the second and third sets of simulations (all of the sets included the 

same seven crest heights but with 100 different random backgrounds in each set). As shown in 

Figure  3-11, there is a good correlation between the estimated response distributions for the 

three distinct sets of simulations; therefore, the method provides consistent results.  

3.4.2.2 Estimation of the Ultimate Limit States 

In this section, the method of calculating the ultimate limit state of a dynamically responding 

structure will be shown for the same example jack-up. The steps follow the method described in 

Section  3.2.2. For jack-up platforms, it is difficult to describe the limit states through simple 
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design equations (Croker and Nadim, 1995) because they require a nonlinear structural response 

analysis of the dynamic wave loading (Walker and Britain, 2004). The ultimate limit state of the 

example jack-up in this study, which was considered to be the overall failure of the entire 

system, was recognised by the termination of the USFOS nonlinear dynamic analysis and can be 

caused by one of the following reasons: 

 Global structural failure of a leg 

 Loss of overturning stability 

 Foundation failure 

The assessment of the failure modes of jack-up structures is not an objective of the current 

study; this topic was discussed in Mirzadehniasar et al. (2012 & 2014).   

Step 1: Estimation of the upper limit crest height  

One thousand random waves with durations of 300 s were generated (these remain unchanged 

for all subsequent simulations). Based on the procedure described in Section  3.2.2, a large crest 

height (equal to 23.0 m) was selected as the upper limit crest height (from Figure  3-3). A 

NewWave with a crest height equal to 23.0 m was generated and constrained within the 1000 

random waves mentioned above. The jack-up was then analysed under the generated CNWs. 

The overall collapse of the platform was observed for all 1000 cases.  

Step 2: Estimation of the ultimate limit state distribution  

An interval of 0.5 m was selected to consecutively reduce the NewWave crest height. Therefore, 

a crest height of 22.5 m was used to generate a new set of 1000 CNWs. Of the 1000 cases, 998 

caused overall collapse of the jack-up. Next, a crest height of 22.0 m was used to generate 998 

CNWs (using the same random waves that caused overall failure for the crest height of 22.5 m). 

Only 997 cases (of 998) caused an overall collapse of the jack-up. This methodology was 

repeated at 0.5 m intervals in the selection of the NewWave crest heights until no failure was 

observed. This occurred at a NewWave crest height of 16.5 m. Table  3-3 summarises these steps 

and the failure and non-failure cases at each stage.  
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The best fitting distribution to the recorded maximum deck displacements was estimated. A 

three-parameter Weibull distribution was found to reasonably characterise the distribution of the 

ultimate limit state (Figure  3-12). 

To verify the adequacy of the total number of simulations, the calculations were repeated for a 

new set of 1000 CNWs. The probability distribution function of the ultimate limit state for the 

original and new sets of 1000 CNWs (called the first and second 1000 simulations) are shown in 

Figure  3-13. The negligible difference between the results (distributions and statistics) confirms 

the uniformity in the successive calculations. 

3.4.2.3 Estimation of the Probability of Failure 

For the sample jack-up platform, the failure function (G) was estimated based on the probability 

distribution functions of the extreme response (S) and the ultimate limit state (R), which are 

shown in Figure  3-11 and Figure  3-13, respectively. The probability of failure of the jack-up 

when subjected to three hours of this sea-state was calculated by the Monte Carlo method and 

was found to be 5.15%. 

3.4.2.4 Verification of the Methodology 

Using the proposed methodology, the probability of failure for each discrete crest height can 

also be estimated provided that in the estimation of the extreme response statistics (Step 1 - 

Section  3.4.2.1), the distribution of the extreme crest heights is replaced by a constant value (for 

that discrete crest height).  

To verify the accuracy of the methodology, the probability of failure for each discrete crest 

height was also estimated directly through the total number of failure cases recorded from 

successive analyses in Section  3.4.2.2. Considering the 0.5 m intervals between the studied crest 

heights, the probability of failure was estimated for the crest height ranges. For example, in the 

successive analyses, no failure was observed for =16.5 m; therefore, the probability of failure 

for §16.5 m was estimated as zero. However, two failure cases were observed for =17.0 m; 

therefore, the probability of failure for 16.5 m<§17.0 m was estimated as 0.2%. The same 
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method was employed to estimate the failure probabilities for all of the crest height ranges. The 

results are presented in Table  3-4. 

The results from the two methods are compared in Figure  3-14. The probabilities of failure from 

both methods are similar, which demonstrates the validity of the proposed methodology. 

3.5 Other Case Studies Using the Proposed Framework 

3.5.1 Effect of Spudcan Preloading on the Probability of Failure 

The results of a previous study (Mirzadehniasar et al., 2012) indicated that the amount of 

preloading can considerably change the failure mode of a jack-up platform. To verify whether 

this can affect the validity of the method proposed in this paper, the probability of failure was 

evaluated using the same methodology (explained in Section  3.2) and for the same case study 

(explained in Section  3.4) but with two lower levels of spudcan preload (80 MN and 100 MN). 

The results were then verified with the method presented in Section  3.4.2.4. The validity of the 

methodology was confirmed because the results were found to match reasonably well 

(Figure  3-15). 

The results predict an increase in the probability of failure of the jack-up when subjected to 

three hours of this sea-state with decreasing preload of the jack-up spudcans (to 7.16% and 

8.91% for 100 MN and 80 MN, respectively). This is because with a lower preload, the 

foundations have not been as extensively load tested, and the size of the yield surface used in 

the USFOS model is a function of this preload value (Amdahl et al., 1994). 

3.5.2 Maximum Deck Displacement 

As discussed in Section  3.2, the maximum deck displacement is the main parameter used to 

estimate the structural response and the ultimate limit state and consequently is the basis for the 

estimation of the probability of failure. To investigate if the maximum deck displacement can 

accurately represent the overall behaviour of the jack-up platform, the methodology was re-

assessed using either the “maximum base shear” or the “maximum overturning moment” 

(instead of the maximum deck displacement) to calculate the extreme structural response as well 

as the ultimate limit state of the jack-up platform.  
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The results were then verified with the method presented in Section  3.4.2.4. As depicted in 

Figure  3-16, the results from the maximum base shear and overturning moment do not match 

the failure probability that was estimated for the relevant crest height ranges for different 

preloads; hence, they are not suitable for estimating the probability of failure.  

The efficiency of the maximum deck displacement (compared to the maximum base shear and 

overturning moment) in representing the structural behaviour and ultimate limit state is more 

evident when a lower amount of preload is applied. This is because a lower preload in the 

spudcan will increase the overall nonlinearities in the system. The deck displacement can 

reasonably represent the nonlinear dynamic behaviour of the system, while the maximum base 

shear and overturning moment fail to capture all of the nonlinear effects. 

3.6 Summary and Conclusions 

This paper presented a framework for estimating the probability of failure of dynamically 

sensitive offshore structures that are exposed to extreme random waves. The framework outlines 

a methodology for the estimation of the extreme response (S) and the ultimate limit state (R) of 

the structure. The failure probability was then calculated based on the estimated functions of R 

and S using structural reliability theory. CNW was employed in the wave modelling to include 

the randomness of the sea-state. Moreover, the maximum deck displacement was considered to 

be the main parameter in the estimation of R and S because it is representative of the nonlinear 

dynamic behaviour of the structure at the ultimate limit states. Finally, the extreme response and 

failure probability of a sample jack-up platform in the given sea-state was estimated. The Monte 

Carlo simulation method was used for the reliability calculations. 

The following conclusions can be drawn from the results of this study: 

- A three-parameter Weibull distribution can reasonably simulate the extreme response 

and the ultimate limit state, at least for the sample jack-up platform analysed. 

- The proposed framework can accurately estimate the failure probability of the sample 

jack-up platform.  

- Verifications showed that the maximum deck displacement can efficiently represent the 

overall response and ultimate limit state of the jack-up platform. In contrast, the 
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maximum base shear and maximum overturning moment do not characterise the failure 

behaviour of the jack-up platform.   

- For the sample jack-up platform, the probability of failure is significantly affected by 

the amount of spudcan preload. A greater amount of preload can significantly decrease 

the probability of failure. 

This study is based on a short-term analysis for a given significant sea state. Further studies 

based on a long-term analysis for specific wave scattering diagram, involving also the fatigue 

structural failure criteria are recommended. 
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Figure  3-1. Logical scheme for the estimation of the probability of failure 
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Figure  3-2. A general view of the sample jack-up platform 
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Figure  3-3. Crest height and extreme crest height distributions 

 

 

Figure  3-4. Surface elevation of a NewWave at 20 m elevation constrained within a random 

background 
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Figure  3-5. Amplitude spectrums of surface elevations presented in Figure  3-4 

 

Figure  3-6. Effect of the wave crest location on the maximum deck displacement 
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Figure  3-7. The time history of deck displacement of the sample jack-up for the sample 

CNW shown in Figure  3-4 

 

Figure  3-8. Fourier transform of the deck displacement of the sample jack-up illustrated in 

Figure  3-7 
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Figure  3-9. Response distribution for a 17 m crest height 

 

 

Figure  3-10. Estimation of response statistics 
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Figure  3-11. Extreme response probability distribution function 

 

Figure  3-12. Distribution of the maximum deck displacement corresponding to the ultimate 

limit state 
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Figure  3-13. Ultimate limit state probability distribution function 

 

Figure  3-14. Comparison of the failure probabilities estimated by the outlined method and 

successive analysis results 
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Figure  3-15. Verification of the outlined methodology for different amounts of preload 
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Figure  3-16. Assessment of the suitability of “base shear” and “overturning moment” to 

estimate the failure probability 
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Table  3-1. Successive analysis method  

Step 
Crest  

Height 
(m) 

Total Number of 
Analysed 

Cases 

No. of 
Non-Failure

Cases 

No. of 
Failure 
Cases 

0 α0 c0=1000 0 1000 
1 α1 =α0 - Δα c1=1000 n1 1000-n1 
2 α2 =α1 - Δα c2=1000-n1 n2 1000-n1-n2 
3 α3 = α2 - Δα c3=1000-n1-n2 n3 1000-n1-n2-n3

… … … … … 
i α i= α i-1 - Δα ci=1000 – ∑ nj ni=ci 0 

 
 

Table  3-2. Statistical parameters of the probability distribution function 
Maximum Deck Displacement 

Failure %Max. Crest 
Height (m) 

μ (m) CoV  γ (m) 

11.0 0.806 0.124 0.574 0.00% 
12.5 1.151 0.108 0.854 0.00% 
14.0 1.469 0.109 1.016 0.00% 
15.5 1.893 0.101 1.438 0.00% 
17.0 2.387 0.086 1.773 0.00% 
18.5 2.875 0.084 1.985 22.61% 
20.0 3.228 0.084 2.589 74.00% 

 
 

Table  3-3. Successive analysis results 
Crest  

Height 
(m) 

Total 
Analysed

Cases 

No. of 
Non-Failure

Cases 

No. of
Failure
Cases

23.0 1000 0 1000 
22.5 1000 2 998 
22.0 998 1 997 
21.5 997 22 975 
21.0 975 44 931 
20.5 931 100 831 
20.0 831 129 702 
19.5 702 202 500 
19.0 500 221 279 
18.5 279 141 138 
18.0 138 89 49 
17.5 49 37 12 
17.0 12 10 2 
16.5 2 2 0 
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Table  3-4. Probabilities of failure from failure cases recorded in successive analyses 
Crest  

Height (m) 
Probability of 

failure (%) 
§16.5 0.0 

16.5<§17.0 0.2 

17.0<§17.5 1.2 

17.5<§18.0 4.9 

18.0<§18.5 13.8 

18.5<§19.0 27.9 

19.0<§19.5 50.0 

19.5<§20.0 70.2 

20.0<§20.5 83.1 

20.5<§21.0 93.1 

21.0<§21.5 97.5 

21.5<§22.0 99.7 

22.0<§22.5 99.8 
22.5< 100.0 
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CHAPTER 4  

PERFORMANCE OF AN EXAMPLE JACK-UP PLATFORM 

UNDER DIRECTIONAL RANDOM OCEAN WAVES 

Abstract 

This article presents the results of nonlinear dynamic analyses that explore the effects of 

directionality and the random nature of ocean waves on the overall structural performance of a 

sample jack-up platform. A finite-element model is developed which rigorously includes the 

effects of the material and geometrical nonlinearities in the structure and the nonlinear soil-

structure interaction. Two wave theories, NewWave and Constrained NewWave, are adopted to 

simulate the water surface and water particle kinematics, which are implemented in the 

numerical model developed. Analyses are performed for both two and three-dimensional wave 

models, and the results are compared in terms of the deck and spudcan foundation 

displacements. The results obtained from the analyses indicate that the inclusion of wave 

spreading can result in reductions in the deck displacements of the sample jack-up platform. The 

level of reduction is greater when considerable plasticity occurs in the foundation. Furthermore, 

the probability of failure can be significantly decreased when the wave-spreading effects are 

included. In addition, it is shown that the effects of wave-spreading on the response and failure 

of the sample jack-up is increased when wave period is decreased.  

4.1 Introduction 

Jack-up platforms, which are conventionally designed and used as mobile drilling units, have 

been increasingly used to operate as production platforms in deep waters. Therefore, these self-

elevating units are important to the offshore community because of their broad application and 

unique capacity in field development and operation. The performance of these structures under 

the action of hostile environmental loading must be evaluated as realistically as possible to 

enable the owners to safely extend the applicability of jack-up units into new locations and 
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water greater depths. This requirement necessitates progressive enhancement in the current 

analysis methodologies with respect to the performance assessment of jack-up structures. 

Over the past decades, numerical modelling of jack-ups has been substantially developed in 

three major areas: structural modelling, soil-structure interaction models and ocean wave 

loading. In the structural-modelling area, geometrical and material nonlinearities and dynamic 

effects can be effectively modelled (Skallerud & Amdahl, 2002). In addition, nonlinear-

solutions have been considerably improved, and all of the mentioned capabilities have been 

incorporated into advanced commercial software (e.g., USFOS). In the geotechnical area, 

numerous soil-spudcan interaction models that include soil nonlinearity have been developed, 

some of which can straightforwardly be coupled into structural numerical models (Schotman, 

1989; van Langen & Hospers, 1993; Cassidy, 1999; Bienen & Cassidy, 2009). However, despite 

noticeable enhancements in ocean wave mechanics (Sharma & Dean, 1981; Dalzell, 1999; 

Forristall, 2000; Walker et al., 2004; Gibbs & Taylor, 2005; Adcock & Taylor, 2009), the 

characteristics of real ocean waves are not explicitly represented in the current analysis 

procedures mainly because modelling all of the factors governing kinematics of ocean waves 

involve significant numerical complexities and are computationally expensive.  

Extreme ocean waves propagate in different directions while carrying a wide range of energies 

and frequencies. In other words, offshore structures are subjected to random waves that 

approach simultaneously from different directions. Nevertheless, in the conventional approach 

recommended by the design guidelines (e.g. API, 2010), wave kinematics are deterministically 

computed by applying regular and unidirectional (2D) wave theories. In these wave models, 

such as the Stokes 5th order, the effect of the random nature of ocean waves is neglected, and a 

kinematics reduction factor (e.g. between 0.85 and 1.00 as per API, 2010) is generically used to 

account for the directional spreading effects (3D effects). It should be noted that for drag 

dominated structures such as jack-up platforms, the response is sensitive to the kinematics at the 

crest, as the horizontal drag forces are maximum at the crest height. However, the kinematic 

reduction factor, which reflects the reduced kinematics under the highest point of the wave crest 

(Smith et al., 2001), cannot represent the effect of wave spreading on a jack-up (or any other 
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space offshore structure) as the variation of crest height in the perpendicular direction of the 

wave is neglected. Given the limitations in the current practice, a more rigorous numerical 

method is required to accurately and realistically simulate the random nature of extreme ocean 

waves and their directionality. 

There is limited research on the effect of wave spreading and randomness on the dynamic 

performance of jack-up structures under the action of hostile wave environment. Cassidy et al. 

(2001 & 2002) considered the effect of randomness by constraining the deterministic linear 

NewWave (Tromans et al., 1991) into a completely random background using the Constrained 

NewWave (CNW) method (Taylor et al., 1997). However, because the wave was applied on the 

structure as a 2D water surface elevation, the spreading effect was not studied. On-the-other-

hand, Cassidy (2011) addressed the effect of wave spreading on the jack-up performance using 

the directional NewWave; however in this case, the effect of randomness was not explicitly 

considered. Smith et al. (2001) also quantified the level of load reduction in jack-ups using a 

second-order directional NewWave theory and consequently the effect of randomness again was 

not explicitly included. This study was extended by Smith et al. (2006) and Hoyle et al. (2009) 

by introducing a formula to calculate a kinematic reduction factor based on jack-up dimensions, 

wave characteristic and water depth and was intended to be applied in conjunction with a 

regular wave analysis. The formula was proposed by a parametric study conducted using a 

number of independent variables for five different rig classes. There has also been some 

advance studies on the directional spreading of ocean waves, such as the research carried out by 

Ewans (1998), Forristall & Ewans (1998), Gibbs & Taylor (2005). However, the application of 

these methods to calculate wave loading on and the response of offshore structures remains 

computationally expensive. 

In this study, the effects of directionality and the random background of ocean waves are 

explicitly considered for a sample jack-up platform. The main focus is on the modelling of two 

and three-dimensional waves with the objective to perform a nonlinear dynamic time history 

analysis for both 2D waves with a kinematics reduction factor and 3D waves and then to 
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compare the results. NewWave and CNW (i.e. NewWaves of the same height and spatial 

location constrained within different random seas) are used to determine the wave actions; 

thereby, the effects of the random background of ocean waves are emphasised. The later 

method, which accounts for the random background of ocean waves, has not been explicitly 

used to assess the effect of spreading on the performance of jack-up structures. The scope of this 

study is to compare the results for the 2D and 3D NewWaves and CNWs on a sample jack-up 

platform for a limited number of sea-states. This allows for future sensitivity studies to 

investigate the effects of various structural and environmental input parameters on overall 

structural response of jack-up platforms under 3D extreme waves.  

4.2 Framework of Jack-up Modelling 

A numerical model is developed using the USFOS software (Sorehde et al., 1993) to investigate 

the effect of wave spreading and random background of waves on the dynamic performance of a 

jack-up unit. The sample jack-up is assumed to operate at a water depth of 106.7 m. The 

numerical model of this platform is illustrated in Figure  4-1. The jack-up structure is 

symmetrical against three axes (every 120). The hull structure is supported by three main legs 

that rest on the seafloor through spudcan foundations. During offshore operation, the hull 

structure is raised to an elevation of 131.7 m above the seafloor, as shown in Figure  4-1. The 

jack-up legs with a centre-to-centre distance of 46 m are composed of three vertical members 

that are stiffened through X-braces and form a triangular truss structure which are modelled by 

tubular members. The total self-weight of the jack-up platform is 134.2 MN. The spudcan 

diameter is 17 m, the apex angle is 86, and the amount of preload in each leg is assumed to be 

80 MN (i.e., approximately twice the self-weight reaction in each leg). The first three natural 

periods of the structure are 8.16 s (sway in the X-direction), 8.15 s (sway in the Y-direction), 

and 7.14 s (rotation about the vertical axis). Different aspects of numerical modelling, including 

wave loading, structural and geotechnical modelling schemes, are detailed in the following 

sections.    
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4.2.1 Wave Modelling 

In the present study, the NewWave and CNW theories are adopted as deterministic and random 

approaches in wave modelling, respectively. These wave theories are briefly described as 

follows.  

The NewWave theory (Tromans et al., 1991) is a deterministic method that accounts for the 

spectral composition of the sea-state. By assuming that the surface elevation can be simulated as 

a Gaussian random process, the expected elevation during an extreme event can be theoretically 

determined by simulating a large crest elevation, which is particularly useful in offshore 

engineering. The shape that is statistically most probable and associated with the event’s 

occurrence is applied to model the surface elevation around this extreme event (Cassidy, 1999; 

Tromans et al., 1991). For simplicity in the numerical implementation, the NewWave shape is 

discretised using a finite number (N) of sinusoidal wave components. 

To include the effects of wave directionality, this method is extended by introducing another 

term to represent the wave direction, θ. This 3D NewWave can be discretised using a finite 

number (N x M) of sinusoidal wave components, where N is the number of frequency 

components and M is the number of wave directions.  

Because there is a unique relationship between the wave number and the frequency, the spatial 

dependency can also be included, which leads to the following discrete form of the surface 

elevation () for the directional wave (Cassidy, 2011): 

η X, Y, τ
α
σ

S ω dω	. D θ dθ 	cos		 k X cos θ k Y sin θ ω τ 													 4 1  

where k  and ω  represent the wave number and angular frequency of the nth frequency 

component, respectively, θ  is the angle of mth wave direction, α represents the NewWave crest 

elevation, S ω dω	. D θ dθ represents the surface elevation spectrum, σ is the standard 

deviation that corresponds to that wave spectrum, X = x-x1, Y = y-y1 and τ = t-t1 are the distance 

and time relative to the initial position (x1, y1) and initial time (t1), respectively, and X = 0, Y = 0 
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and τ = 0 represent the location and time of the wave crest, respectively. Thus, the spatial field is 

positioned so that the crest occurs at a user-defined time and position relative to the structure. 

D θ  is a directional spreading function, which is a symmetric function around the mean wave 

direction θ that defines the distribution of wave energy in a sea-state with direction and must 

satisfy Equation 4-2. 

D θ dθ 1																																																																																																																																														 4 2  

A commonly used directional spreading function in engineering applications is present in 

Equation 4-3, where n is a positive integer and C  is a coefficient such that Equation 4-2 is 

satisfied. When s is zero, the energy is uniformly distributed in all directions. Observations of 

wind-driven seas show that an appropriate spreading function is a cosine squared function (s = 

2). When a limited fetch restricts the degree of spread, s = 4 is appropriate (API, 2010). 

D θ C . cos θ θ 																																																																																																																																				 4 3  

Taylor et al. (1997) and Cassidy et al. (2001) showed that the 2D CNWs, which are generated 

mathematically by constraining a NewWave (of a predetermined crest height) in a random time 

series that defines the background surface elevation, can be used as an alternative for 3-hr 

randomly generated waves. This process is rigorously performed, where the constrained 

sequence is statistically indistinguishable from the original random sequence. This approach 

provides the required extreme response that on average correlates with the occurrence of a large 

wave in a random sea-state (Taylor et al., 1997). This method can be extended to generate 

directional CNWs. 

Wavelets of different wave lengths, amplitudes and periods that travel at varying speeds and 

directions are superposed to generate the random water surface. For a directional wave, the 

instantaneous random surface elevation η t  at a point in space such as (X,Y) = (0,0) is defined 

as follows: 

η t a , cos ω t b , sin ω t 																																																																																				 4 4  
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where a ,  and b ,  are Fourier components, which are independent Gaussian random 

variables with a zero mean and a variance related to the wave energy spectrum at the 

corresponding discrete frequency and direction as follows: 

σ , , S ω dω	. D θ dθ																																																																																																																	 4 5  

The directional constrained surface elevation η t  is considered as follows: 

η t η t r t α a ,
r t
λ

α ω b , 																																								 4 6  

                (a)       (b)   (c)        (d)                      (e)        (f)          (g) 

where the terms have the following meanings: 

term (a) - the original random surface elevation; 

term (b) - the unit NewWave surface elevation (η t 	when α =1, see Taylor et al., 1997 and 

Cassidy, 1999); 

term (c) - the predetermined constrained crest height (α); 

term (d) - the original random surface elevation at t 0 (or η 0 ); 

term (e) - r t 	is the slope of the unit NewWave; λ  is obtained from the second spectral 

moment of the wave energy spectrum (m λ σ ); 

term (f) - the predetermined constrained slope; for a crest, α 0; 

term (g) - the slope of the original random surface at t 0 (or η 0 ). 

The 2D NewWave and CNW can be generated considering the number of wave propagation 

direction of one (M = 1) in the above equations. More detailed descriptions of simulating 

NewWave and CNW can be found in Tromans et al. (1991), Taylor et al. (1997), Cassidy (1999) 

and Cassidy et al. (2001 & 2002),.  

In this study, the storm condition is represented by a JONSWAP spectrum with significant wave 

height Hs=17.46 m, peak period Tp=17.22 s and  = 4.1 (representing a sample Northern North 

Sea condition) which is discretized to 1024 frequency components with the cut-off frequency of 

4fp, where fp is the peak frequency of the spectrum. The duration of the NewWave and CNW is 

300 s and the peak occurs at t=150 s. The integration time-step (time increments) in the time 
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domain simulation is 0.1 s, which is less than 1/20 of the zero up-crossing period of the sea-state 

and 1/20 of the first mode’s natural period of the structure (ABS, 2004). The waves are 

considered the only environmental load with no applied wind or current. A code is developed to 

quantify the water surface elevation. The generated water surface elevation is discretised into a 

finite set of wave components using the Fast Fourier Transform. Each component is expressed 

using a harmonic wave with a given amplitude, angular frequency, phase angle and a wave 

direction angle. USFOS uses these components to model the linear water surface and wave 

kinematics along any structural member. For wave components in a time-history analysis, all of 

the water particle kinematics are calculated using the Wheeler stretching method (Wheeler, 

1970). The extended Morison equation (Chakrabarti, 1975), which incorporates the relative 

motions, is used to compute the hydrodynamic forces on a structural element. The 

hydrodynamic coefficient values for tubular sections in Morison equation are CD=0.7 and 

CM=2.0, and the effects of marine growth are not considered. Though it is noted that, because of 

the truss legs of jack-ups the hydrodynamic coefficients can vary with wave direction, this was 

not considered in this study. In addition, the possible difference in drag coefficient due to 2D 

and 3D waves was not included. The coefficients were assumed constant so as to investigate 

directly the effect of the directional wave kinematics.     

To explore the effect of wave spreading, the water surface elevation and kinematics are 

estimated for both two and three-dimensional cases. For 3D analyses, the directional-spreading 

function D(θ) with s = 4 (as depicted in Figure  4-2) and dθ = 5 are used. For the 2D analyses, 

based on ISO (2005), the reduction in global hydrodynamic actions due to directional spreading 

can be included by reducing the wave kinematics by an equivalent kinematics reduction factor 

(Krf). The Krf is estimated from Equation 4-7 by summation of the components of the kinematics 

from all directions, in-line with mean wave direction and is equal to 0.905 for the spreading 

function presented in Figure  4-2. This factor calibrates the kinematics of 2D waves with 3D 

waves kinematics for the mean wave direction at the location of maximum crest height. 

K D θ . cos θ θ dθ																																																																																																																				 4 7  
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In this study, both 2D, i.e., unidirectional wave with kinematics reduction factor, and 3D waves 

are applied on the structure, and the results are compared. Figure  4-3 and Figure  4-4 show the 

water surface profiles, which were computed using the NewWave and CNW models, 

respectively. In these figures, both 2D and 3D water surfaces are illustrated to provide insight 

into the characteristics of the two wave models.  

4.2.2 Nonlinear Structural Modelling 

The USFOS model of the jack-up, which is shown in Figure  4-1, comprises of three legs and a 

hull structure. Because the jack-up structural elements are expected to experience substantial 

deformation and displacement under the action of extreme environmental loading, the jack-up 

legs are modelled through specially developed beam elements that can simulate large 

displacements and deformations. The hull structure is also represented by equivalent linear 

beam elements. The material nonlinearity is modelled using a stress-resultant plasticity 

approach, where the kinematic hardening model is used to characterise the yield and plastic 

potential functions (Sorehde et al., 1993; Skallerud & Amdahl, 2002). Geometrical 

nonlinearities at the local level (i.e., individual members) and global level are considered by 

updating the structure geometry as the analysis proceeds (Sorehde et al., 1993; Skallerud & 

Amdahl, 2002).  

4.2.3 Soil-Structure Interaction Modelling 

In the jack-up structure, spudcans represent the foundations of the structure and transfer the 

force on the jack-up legs to the underneath soil. For the sample jack-up analysed here sand 

conditions were assumed at the seabed, leading to use of a model that assumes drained soil 

behaviour (equally an undrained clay model could have been used, though this would have led 

to different failure conditions, with differences explained in Cassidy et al. (2004)). To ensure 

that these foundations perform effectively during storm conditions, the spudcans must endure a 

preloading process prior to operation commencement. Consequently, during the installation of 

the jack-ups, the spudcan foundations are preloaded by elevating the hull above the sea surface 

and filling the ballast tanks in the hull with seawater, which provides a greater vertical load than 
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their proportion of the self-weight of the jack-up. The preload level is determined from the 

required soil-bearing capacity for the design load conditions. During preloading, the spudcan 

penetrates the seabed until a balance between the total applied load and the soil resistance is 

attained. After the preload is held for a specific time, the preload water is dumped, and the jack-

up is ready to be elevated to the operating air gap. The preloading process provides insight into 

the vertical bearing capacity of the foundation and can significantly affect the dynamic 

performance of the jack-up subjected to subsequent environmental loading. However, during 

storm conditions, the soil underneath the spudcan foundation is subjected to a combination of 

vertical (V) and horizontal (H) loads and an overturning moment (M). Hence, the soil-spudcan 

model should incorporate these actions. 

In the present study, a hardening plasticity model available in USFOS is used to model the soil-

spudcan interaction (Amdahl et al., 1994). This model consists of a yield function to evaluate 

the bearing capacity and a flow rule to calculate the plastic deformations. The yield function 

f V, H,M, θ  for this model depends on the resultant horizontal and vertical loads and the 

bending moments in the 3D model (H, V and M) and the corresponding plastic rotation (θ ) of 

the spudcan, as presented in Equation 4-8. The function is based on a two-surface concept: the 

initial yield surface (f ) and the failure surface (f ). The initial yield surface defines the loading 

condition for which plastic deformation is negligible and the response remains fully elastic, 

whereas the failure surface represents the fully plastic deformation condition. In the 

intermediate loading condition (i.e., where	f f f ), the rotational response becomes 

nonlinear, but sliding and further penetration do not occur (van Langen et al., 1999).  

A hardening function Γ provides a smooth transition from the initial yield surface to the failure 

surface in the intermediate zone, which is a function of the plastic rotation of the spudcan such 

that the zero plastic rotation gives f f  and f f  when no plastic capacity remains. Using θ  

as the parameter for the onset of failure, which can be expressed in the form of the spudcan’s 

elastic rotational stiffness, the yield function for sand is presented as follows:  

f V, H,M, θ f f f Γ																																																																																																																						 4 8  
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where 

f
M
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H
V
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V
V
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V
V

																																																																 4 9  

f
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1
V
V

																																																																 4 10  

Γ

0												for			θ 0																																																																																																																														

0 Γ 1				for			0 θ θ 																																																																																																										 4 11

1												for			θ θ 																																																																																																																												
 

and where Vp is the vertical preload, D  is the effective spudcan diameter (this is equal to the 

diameter for purely circular spudcans or the equivalent diameter producing the same planar area 

for irregular spudcan shapes), and with the explicit form of Γ provided in references (Amdahl et 

al., 1994; van Langen et al., 1999).  

Consistent with plasticity theory, the plastic displacements are calculated by differentiating the 

plastic potential function (g) with respect to their conjugate load (i.e. flow rule). For sand, the 

plastic potential function is as follows: 

g g g g Γ																																																																																																																																						 4 12  
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V

																																																											 4 14  

where g  and g  are the initial and failure potential functions, respectively. Detailed information 

about the hardening plasticity models is presented by Amdahl et al. (1994) and van Langen et al. 

(1999). It should be noted that the radiation damping in the soil has not been considered. 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

Results from nonlinear dynamic analyses on the sample jack-up structure subjected to extreme 

sea condition are studied in this section. In this study, the horizontal deck displacement at the 
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hull centre in-line with the mean wave direction is used to represent the effects of the random 

background of ocean waves and wave spreading on the overall nonlinear performance of jack-

up structures under dynamically applied extreme waves. Furthermore, the spudcan deformation, 

which represents the soil nonlinearity, is assessed to explore the effects of random directional 

waves on the soil plastic deformations as a critical factor that governs the overall performance 

of jack-up units. The effect of wave-attacking angles on the response of the sample jack-up 

platform is also investigated. Analyses are performed for mean wave directions of 0, 15, 30, 45 

and 60 (as presented in Figure  4-1), and the results are extended to 360 because the jack-up 

structure is symmetric about three axes. The 0 wave attacking angle represent the waves that 

first attack two windward legs simultaneously and subsequently one leeward leg, whereas 60 

wave attacking angle corresponds to the waves that first attack one windward leg and 

subsequently two leeward legs simultaneously. 

4.3.1 Results from the NewWave Model 

Shown in Figure  4-5 is the response of jack-up to a 20 m 3D NewWave focussed in the centre of 

the jack-up (at time = 150 s) and attacking the platform from an angle of 0. The maximum deck 

displacement is 3.02 m and occurs just after the maximum crest travels through. A comparison 

of the deck displacements for the same 20 m NewWave focussed (i) at the leeward leg and (ii) at 

the windward legs is also shown in Figure  4-5. The results confirm, for this sample jack-up and 

wave conditions, the peak wave focussed at the centre of the jack-up as being the largest 

response. For the remainder of the paper this central hull location is the focal point of the 

NewWave crest. This also has the advantage, for the symmetric sample jack-up being analysed, 

of producing symmetric NewWave loading conditions (and thus response) every 120 of 

rotation of the wave attack angle.  

Figure  4-6 represents the maximum deck displacement of the sample jack-up against 

NewWaves with a maximum crest height of 20 m focussed at the hull centre, but approaching 

from different angles. It is a large wave which leads to severe nonlinearity in soil and structural 

components. The inner envelope shows the maximum predicted deck displacement of the 3D 
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NewWave model, whereas the outer envelope represents the same results of the 2D NewWave 

model. The inclusion of 3D effects apparently decreases the horizontal deck displacement in all 

wave-attacking directions.  

To better understand how the inclusion of the wave directionality can cause such considerable 

changes in the results, the response of the sample jack-up when subjected to waves from 0 are 

further investigated as an example.  Figure  4-7 and Figure  4-8 present the time histories of the 

deck displacement at the reference node (i.e., the centre on the hull) and at the leeward spudcan, 

respectively. In these figures, points “a” and “c” correspond to the results of 3D and 2D waves, 

respectively, when a wave crest passes through the structure, and points “b” and “d” correspond 

to the time when a wave trough passes through the sample jack-up. 

As observed in Figure  4-7, the maximum deck displacement because of the crest of the 3D 

NewWave (point “a”) is considerably less than that of 2D NewWave crest (point “c”). In other 

words, the inclusion of wave spreading reduces the maximum deck displacement when a wave 

crest passes through the sample jack-up model. This result is completely consistent with the 

reduction in the horizontal and vertical displacements in the leeward spudcan from point “c” to 

point “a” as presented in Figure  4-8. It is worth noting that the reduction in spudcan vertical 

displacement, which is a result of including the 3D effects, can delay or prevent the global 

instabilities during storms. To explore such results, the time histories of the NewWave water 

surface at the windward legs, leeward leg and reference node at the jack-up hull (Figure  4-9) are 

investigated. Figure  4-9 shows that the 20 m crest height occurs at the reference node of the 

jack-up in both the 2D and 3D cases (as this was the input). However, a focus on the water 

surface profile clearly displays that on the windward legs, the 3D NewWave simulated a smaller 

crest height than the 2D NewWave. This result shows that in this case study, the inclusion of 3D 

effects reduces the hydrodynamic forces when a wave crest passes through the structure and 

explains why this inclusion reduces the displacements at the jack-up hull and leeward spudcan.  

Figure  4-10 traces the hysteresis of resultant forces on the leeward spudcan, which are 

superimposed to the soil-spudcan initial yield and failure surfaces (Equations 4-9 and 4-10 in 

Section  4.2.3). In this figure, when the hysteretic resultant force becomes asymptotic to the 
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failure surface (f f ) means that a fully plastic condition occurs. At this stage, the plastic 

deformations become large, i.e. further penetration or sliding failure starts to occur. Figure  4-10 

shows that for both 2D and 3D NewWaves, when a wave crest passes through the structure, 

plasticity occurs in the soil (points “a” and “c”).  

The analyses are repeated with a NewWave with maximum crest height of 17 m for which no 

considerable plastic response in the soil is expected. The results from these analyses are plotted 

in Figure  4-11, which clearly shows that the inclusion of wave spreading diminishes the amount 

of deck displacement. However, the rate of reduction in deck displacement because of inclusion 

of the 3D effects is lower than that when nonlinearity occurs in soil for a crest height of 20 m. 

Therefore, the effect of wave spreading obviously has a great interdependency with the soil-

spudcan-structure interaction. In fact, to rationally assess the effect of the wave directionality, it 

is crucial to accurately predict the soil-spudcan deformations.     

4.3.2 Results from the CNW Model 

To inspect the effects of the random background of waves as well as their directionality, 2D and 

3D CNWs were generated and applied on the structure. Figure  4-12 displays the time history of 

deck displacement of the sample jack-up, which was subjected to a CNW with a NewWave crest 

height of 20 m at the hull centre approaching from 0. The behaviour in this figure is notably 

similar to the behaviour for NewWave in Figure  4-7: the inclusion of 3D effects reduces the 

maximum deck displacement when the wave crest passes through the structure.  

Displaying the water surface profile on the jack-up legs can provide more insight into the effect 

of the directionality of random waves. Figure  4-13 illustrates the water surface profile on two 

windward legs. It can be noticed that unlike the 3D NewWave model, the 3D CNW model 

predicts different water surface elevations on the windward legs, which can cause more out of 

plane and torsional vibrations in the structure than the model with 3D NewWave. 

To further assess the effect of 3D CNWs, the time history of the deck displacement 

perpendicular to the mean wave direction is illustrated in Figure  4-14. It should be noted for the 

3D NewWave this value is zero as the summation of perpendicular components of the wave 

force are zero considering the symmetric structure and symmetric water surface. However, for 
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the 3D CNW, the deck fluctuates in the perpendicular direction (shown in Figure  4-14) with 

much smaller amplitude than that observed in the mean wave direction (shown in Figure  4-12). 

This indicates that the wave force in the perpendicular direction is not zero which is due to the 

asymmetric water surface of the 3D CNW. The maximum total deck displacement of 2D and 3D 

CNWs, are 2.78 m and 2.62 m respectively. 

To assess the effect of different random backgrounds of CNWs on the structural response 

statistics, 100 2D and 100 3D CNWs with a NewWave crest height of 17 m, positioned at the 

hull centre,  were generated and applied on the sample jack-up. It is noticed that no overall 

failure occurred under the applied CNWs. The statistical results extracted from these analyses 

can be characterised using the Weibull distribution function (Mirzadeh et al., 2015). Figure  4-15 

depicts the Weibull distribution of the maximum computed deck displacements using 100 

analyses for 3D CNWs approaching from 0. The Weibull distributions of the maximum deck 

displacement from 2D and 3D CNWs are compared in Figure  4-16. In addition, Figure  4-17 

plots the mean values of the Weibull distribution of the maximum deck displacement from 2D 

and 3D CNWs with a NewWave crest height of 17 m, which attacks from different directions. 

These figures demonstrate that the inclusion of wave spreading can considerably change the 

response statistics.  

4.3.3 Effect of Wave Spreading on the Probability of Failure 

The analyses results for NewWaves with maximum crest heights of 17 m and 20 m and for 100 

CNWs with a NewWave crest height of 17 m demonstrate that these waves do not lead to any 

failure in the sample jack-up. However, when the jack-up is subjected to CNWs with a crest 

height of 20 m, it cannot survive the attack from some of these random waves. Table  4-1 

summarises the total number of failures for different wave-approaching directions and the 

modes of failure for 2D and 3D CNWs. The probability of failure is calculated by dividing the 

number of failure cases to the total number of analyses for each direction (i.e., 100 cases). 

It is worth highlighting that the failure modes mainly occur because of either foundation failure 

(i.e., punch-through failure) or a loss of overturning stability (i.e. spudcan uplift), which is 

expected for the amount of applied preload of 80 MN. The maximum number of failures occurs 
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for the wave-attacking angle of 60, where all failure modes are unstable in the structure 

because of overturning.  

In Figure  4-18, the probability of failure in different wave directions is overlaid for both 2D and 

3D CNW analyses. This figure demonstrates that for the sample jack-up, the inclusion of wave 

spreading reduces the probability of failure due to the random background in the CNWs that 

approach from different directions. The results reflect that the governing mode of failure differs 

as the wave direction is altered. There is a compressive punching failure in the single leeward 

leg in the 0 wave direction. Once the wave has rotated to the 60 wave direction there is a 

single windward leg and it fails due to spudcan uplift. These two conditions have higher 

probabilities of failure than the angles in-between as they represent the failure of the one leg.  

4.3.4 Effect of Wave Spreading and the Random Background on the 

Dynamic Amplification Factor (DAF) 

When the randomness and wave-spreading effects are included in the analysis, the structure is 

excited from different directions with different frequency contents. Therefore, it is productive to 

evaluate the dynamic amplification factor (DAF) when these effects are included.  

The dynamic effects from the wave loads may be assessed based on comparing the significant 

response obtained from both a dynamic analysis and a quasi-static analysis. The displacement of 

the hull centre in the mean wave direction may be typically chosen as the response variable to 

determine DAF (2012) as it is shown in Equation 4-15.  

DAF
|Maximum	dynamic	hull	displacement|	
|Maximum	static	hull	displacement|

																																																																																		 4 15  

To illustrate the efficiency of the deck displacement in comparison to a base shear as the 

response variable to estimates the DAF, dynamic and quasi-static analyses were performed with 

3D NewWaves with maximum crest heights of 17 m and 20 m, and the DAF was estimated 

based on both the deck displacement and the base shear.  

It is observed that for the crest height of 17 m, the calculated DAF based on the deck 

displacement is 1.397, but decreases to 1.389 when estimated based on the base shear, as shown 

in Figure  4-19. This reduction is more pronounced for the 20 m crest height, where the 
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displacement DAF is 1.268 and the base shear DAF is 1.208. As previously stated in 

Section  4.3.1, under NewWave with a crest height of 20 m, nonlinearities occur in the soil-

spudcan; however, the effect of these nonlinearities in the overall response is not reflected in the 

base shear. Therefore, a higher amount of plasticity in the system results in a higher difference 

between the estimated DAFs from the base shear and the deck displacement. It is also noted that 

when the crest height is increased from 17 m to 20 m, the DAF is decreased, which is attributed 

to the plastic deformations in soil, which reduces the effect of dynamic actions. 

To assess the effect of wave spreading on the DAF, the results from 2D and 3D NewWaves are 

compared with the average results of 100 2D and 3D CNWs with a crest height of 17 m, which 

approach from different angles, as depicted in Figure  4-20. In this figure, the 2D waves 

estimated different DAFs from the 3D waves. However, there is no general trend that rules such 

changes, i.e., 2D waves do not always result in a higher DAF. It should be noted that inclusion 

of a random background considerably increases the DAF for both 2D and 3D CNWs in 

comparison with the NewWaves. 

4.3.5 Effect of Different Wave Periods on Wave-Spreading 

In order to assess the effect of wave period on the wave-spreading effects, two other wave 

spectrums (JONSWAP spectrum) with significant wave heights of Hs = 12.00 m and 14.40 m 

and peak wave periods of Tp = 12.86 s and 15.21 s respectively and  = 3.3 with cut-off 

frequencies of 4fp which are discretized to 1024 frequency components are considered. 100 2D 

and 3D CNWs with maximum crest heights of 17 m and 20 m are generated and applied on the 

same sample jack-up structure. Figure  4-21 shows the ratio of the mean values of the Weibull 

distribution of the maximum deck displacement of 3D to 2D for the 100 CNWs. This is for a 

constrained crest height of 17 m (at the hull centre) and compares different wave periods 

attacking from different directions. As presented in Figure  4-21, for this sample jack-up’s 

dimensions when the wave period decreases the difference between 3D and 2D responses 

increases. This is because the crest width (perpendicular to the mean wave direction) of the 3D 

waves decreases with a lower wave period. Therefore, the effect of wave-spreading effect is 

more pronounced.  
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Figure  4-22 compares the ratio of the average DAF of 3D CNWs to that of 2D CNWs (again for 

a crest height of 17 m constrained at the hull centre). This ratio increases as the wave period 

decreases (and is particularly pronounced for Tp = 12.86 s). It shows that, for the sample jack-

up, when the peak wave period approaches the natural period of the structure then the effect of 

waves that are exciting the structure from different directions is more significant. This is 

because the dynamic effects are making a greater contribution.  

Figure  4-23 depicts the difference in the probability of failure of the sample jack-up for 2D and 

3D waves. As illustrated, when the sample jack-up platform is subject to waves with lower 

periods (approaching the natural period of the jack-up) inclusion of 3D effects results in a 

decrease in the failure rate. This is because of the narrower crest width due to a lower period as 

well as the high nonlinearities in soil from the 20 m crest height. As previously discussed in 

section  4.3.1, the difference between 2D and 3D results will be greater when a larger crest 

height, which results in higher nonlinearity in the soil, passes through the structure. 

4.3.6 Wave Spreading and Fatigue Life Time of Offshore Structures 

In the current provisions, the common methods for calculating the fatigue life of offshore 

structures is by applying deterministic and spectral methods, where the wave analyses are 

conducted using 2D and regular wave theories. To assess the effects of wave spreading on the 

fatigue life of a jack-up structure, 2D and 3D NewWaves with a crest height of 5 m were 

generated from a sea-state characterised by a Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum with Hs = 4.75 m 

and Tp = 11.5 s with the cut-off frequency of 4fp using the spreading function in Figure  4-2 and 

applied on the sample jack-up platform. The Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum was used in this case 

to be consistent with the DNV (2012) guidelines. The spectrum is discretized to 1024 frequency 

components and dθ is equal to 5. 

Figure  4-24 presents the axial force developed in a brace member near the water surface as an 

example. The inclusion of 3D effects clearly reduces the internal forces. Based on the results 

from this high-level study, it can be concluded that the inclusion of spreading can change the 

internal actions in the members and connections and potentially affect the fatigue life of 

offshore structures. Note that this result was based on a narrow spreading function (s = 4 in 
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Figure  4-2), whereas fatigue waves (i.e., waves that result in high fatigue damage) usually have 

a wider spreading function (SNAME, 2008), which clearly intensifies the wave directionality 

effects. Therefore, further investigation is recommended on this subject.  

 

4.4  Summary and Conclusions 

In this paper, NewWave and CNW theories were used to determine the sea-state to investigate 

the effects of wave directionality and the random nature of ocean waves on the performance of a 

sample jack-up platform, as an example of a dynamically sensitive structure. Both 2D, i.e., 

unidirectional wave with kinematics reduction factor, and 3D waves are applied on the structure, 

and the results are compared.  

In this study linear waves with linear wave kinematics were employed. However, it should be 

noted that using a second order water surface and kinematics model may cause different results. 

In addition, it is acknowledged that results may vary if a different spreading function such as 

frequency dependent function is adopted. Based on the results outlined in this paper, the 

following points are highlighted for the sample jack-up: 

- The inclusion of wave spreading in dynamic analyses reduces the maximum deck 

displacement for all wave-approaching angles. The results from both the NewWave and 

CNW models with different periods confirm this behaviour. 

- The level of reduction in the maximum deck displacements due to inclusion of wave 3D 

effects depends on the wave period as well as the level of nonlinearity in the structure 

and soil-spudcan interactions, such that by decreasing the wave period and/or by 

increasing soil plasticity the 3D effects become more pronounced.   

- The evaluation of the results shows that the 2D CNWs lead to a considerably higher 

failure rate than the 3D CNWs. Thus, when the 3D spreading effects are included, the 

probability of failure is noticeably decreased. In addition, it is shown that the level of 

reduction in the failure probability is increased when wave period is decreased.  

- The DAF that is estimated based on the ratio of the maximum base shear from a 

dynamic analysis to the maximum base shear from a quasi-static analysis is generally 
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lower than the DAF that is estimated based on the maximum deck displacement because 

the maximum base shear fails to reflect the effect of nonlinearities in the system. 

- Inclusion of the wave-spreading effect changes the DAF. For relatively higher wave 

periods such change does not follow a general trend, however, when the wave period is 

decreased, i.e. when wave period approaches the natural period of structure, inclusion of 

3D effects results in increase in DAF. The effect of including a random background 

considerably increases the DAF level for both 2D and 3D CNWs in comparison with 

the deterministic NewWaves. 

- The change in internal actions of the structural members and connections suggests the 

potential effect of wave spreading on the fatigue life of the jack-up structures or other 

offshore structures, for which the 3D-wave effects are considerable. Therefore, further 

investigation is recommended on this subject. 

- In this paper comparisons between deterministic NewWaves and NewWaves of the 

same height and spatial location constrained within 100 different random seas were 

considered. To account for the full random nature of the ocean, Constrained NewWave 

methodologies such as Taylor et al. (1997) and Cassidy et al. (2001), could be extended 

from 2D to 3D to allowing the extreme statistics of a short-term storm to be evaluated. 

The 3D Constrained NewWave discussed in this paper could be used for such an 

extension. 
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Figure  4-1. A general view of the sample jack-up platform 
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Figure  4-2. Spreading function 

 

 

Figure  4-3. 2D & 3D NewWave surface profiles – Space plot at t = 150 sec, Maximum crest 
height =20m JONSWAP spectrum with Hs=17.46 m and Tp=17.22 s (Vertical scaling factor = 5) 
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Figure  4-4. 2D & 3D CNW surface profiles – space plot at t = 150 sec, Maximum crest height = 
20 m    JONSWAP spectrum with Hs=17.46 m and Tp=17.22 s (Vertical scaling factor = 5) 
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Figure  4-5. Comparison of the deck displacements for 3D NewWave with 20 m crest height 
focussed at different locations 

 

 

Figure  4-6. Comparison of the maximum deck displacements for 2D & 3D NewWaves that have 
a 20 m crest height and approach from different directions 
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Figure  4-7. Comparison of the time history of deck displacement of the sample jack-up for 2D 
& 3D NewWaves with 20 m crest height approaching from 0 
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Figure  4-8. Comparison of the time history of the leeward spudcan displacement for 2D & 3D 
NewWaves with 20 m crest height approaching from 0 
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Figure  4-9. Water surface at the legs – 2D & 3D NewWaves with 20 m crest height approaching 

from 0 
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Figure  4-10. Comparison of the leeward spudcan resultant forces for 2D & 3D NewWaves with 
20 m crest height 
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Figure  4-11. Comparison of the time history of deck displacement for 2D & 3D NewWaves with 
17 m crest height 

 

Figure  4-12. Comparison of the time history of deck displacement for 2D & 3D CNWs with 20 
m crest height (the deck displacement is in-line with the mean wave direction) 
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Figure  4-13. Water surface at the windward legs – 2D & 3D CNWs with 20 m crest height  

 

 

Figure  4-14. Time history of the deck displacement for 3D CNW with 20 m crest height (the 
deck displacement is perpendicular to the mean wave direction) 
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Figure  4-15. Maximum deck displacement distribution for 100 3D CNWs with 17 m crest 
height 

 

Figure  4-16. Comparison of the maximum deck displacement distribution for 100 2D & 3D 
CNWs with 17 m crest height  
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Figure  4-17. Comparison of the mean value of the maximum deck displacement distribution for 
100 2D & 3D CNWs that have a 17 m crest height and approach from different directions 

 

Figure  4-18. Comparison of the probability of failure for 100 2D & 3D CNWs that have a 20 m 
crest height and approach from different directions  
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Figure  4-19. Comparison of the quasi-static and dynamic deck displacements and base shear for 
3D NewWave with 17 m crest height 
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Figure  4-20. Comparison of the DAF of 2D & 3D NewWaves with the average of DAF from 
100 2D & 3D CNWs with 17 m crest height 
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Figure  4-21. Comparison of the mean values of the Weibull distribution of the maximum deck 
displacement distribution of 100 2D & 3D CNWs with 17 m crest height 

 

Figure  4-22. Comparison of the DAF of 100 2D & 3D CNWs with 17 m crest height
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Figure  4-23. Difference in the probability of failure for 100 2D & 3D CNWs that have a 20 m 
crest height and approach from different directions 

 

Figure  4-24. Comparison of the axial force in a bracing near the still-water level for 2D & 3D 
NewWave with 5 m crest height 
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Table  4-1. Comparison of different modes of failure for 100 2D & 3D CNWs that have a 20 m 

crest height and approach from different directions (Preload = 80 MN) 
Modes of failure for different wave directions 

Wave 
direction 

() 

Total number  
of failures 

Foundation failure 
(Punch-through) 

Loss of overturning 
stability 

Structural failure 

2D CNW 3D CNW 2D CNW 3D CNW 2D CNW 3D CNW 2D CNW 3D CNW
0 41 32 37 30 4 2 0 0 

15 19 17 18 14 1 3 0 0 
30 9 9 0 1 8 8 1 0 
45 35 27 0 0 35 27 0 0 
60 43 42 0 0 43 42 0 0 
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CHAPTER 5  

EFFECTS OF IRREGULAR NONLINEAR OCEAN WAVES ON 

THE DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE OF AN EXAMPLE JACK-UP 

STRUCTURE DURING AN EXTREME EVENT 

Abstract 

In this paper, the effects of the nonlinearity and irregularity of ocean waves on the nonlinear 

dynamic response of a jack-up structure are investigated. A finite element model of a sample 

jack-up platform is formulated in USFOS to include the effect of material and geometrical 

nonlinearity and spudcan-soil-structure nonlinear interactions. Second-order NewWave and 

Constrained NewWaves are developed to simulate the nonlinearity of ocean waves. The 

nonlinear water surface and water particle kinematics for a typical extreme wave condition are 

estimated and implemented in the developed model, and the results are compared in terms of 

deck displacements. The results obtained from the analyses indicate that the inclusion of wave 

nonlinearity and irregularity for the studied case produces a considerable increase in the deck 

displacements and in the probability of failure of the sample jack-up structure. 

5.1 Introduction 

Mobile jack-up units have been used in the offshore oil and gas industry since the 1950s. These 

structures contribute significantly to global offshore engineering activities, including the 

exploration and operation of offshore oil and gas fields and the servicing of fixed platforms. 

Since their initial employment, jack-ups have been used in deeper waters and harsher 

environments. Additionally, increasing interest has emerged in using these units for long-term 

assignments. Therefore, ensuring that these structures can safely sustain all applied loads and 

that the likelihood of their failure is acceptably small is crucial. Therefore, all uncertainties 

associated with the performance of these structures should be incorporated as precisely as 

possible. One of the main sources of uncertainties is the modelling of ocean waves. Ocean 
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waves are irregular, nonlinear and directional, particularly those resulting from hurricanes 

(Sharma & Dean, 1981).  

The irregularity of waves illustrates that wave energy is distributed across a broad spectrum of 

the ocean environment, whereas deterministic regular wave theories such as Airy and Stokes’ 

fifth-order (widely used in the calculation of wave loading) assume that all of the wave energy 

is concentrated in one or few particular frequency components. To achieve a more realistic 

simulation of wave loads, the simulation must incorporate all of the frequency components and, 

therefore, the randomness of the water surface. 

The nonlinear nature of extreme ocean waves represents the wave-wave interaction 

phenomenon in a wave group, producing an asymmetric water surface which causes crests to 

become higher and narrower whereas the troughs become wider and shallower when compared 

to linear waves (Smith et al., 2001; Forristall, 2000; Walker et al., 2004). Higher crest heights 

and the associated water particle kinematics because of the nonlinearity of extreme ocean waves 

can play an important role in the stability of structures by significantly increasing the wave 

loads, notably when a wave-in-deck is possible. 

The directionality effect explains how extreme waves propagate in different directions with a 

wide range of energies and frequencies in each direction. This effect reduces the width of the 

crests (perpendicular to mean wave direction) and decreases the particle kinematics of the water 

in the mean wave direction (Mirzadeh et al., 2016). 

However, because of the significant complexities, these characteristics of real ocean waves are 

not explicitly included in the conventional analysis procedures. Therefore, investigation of the 

effect of these phenomena on the performance of a jack-up unit in an extreme event at a specific 

field is required. Considering the limitations in the current practices, a more rigorous numerical 

method is required to accurately and realistically simulate extreme ocean waves. In a previous 

study (Mirzadeh et al., 2016), the authors broadly investigated the effects of the directionality of 

ocean waves. In this study, only the effects of the nonlinearity and the randomness of ocean 

waves are considered. 
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Limited research has been previously conducted on the effect of the nonlinearity and 

randomness of waves on the dynamic performance of offshore structures under the action of a 

hostile wave environment. Sharma & Dean (1981) assessed the load reduction for a single pile 

and for a group of piles resulting from directional nonlinear (second-order) random waves. 

Smith et al. (2001) also quantified the level of load reduction in a sample jack-up using a 

nonlinear directional NewWave and compared the results with linear NewWave and Stokes’ 

fifth-order wave theories; consequently, the effects of randomness were neglected. Agarwal & 

Manuel (2011) estimated the effect of nonlinear irregular waves on the base shear of a monopile 

wind turbine and showed an increase in loads compared to linear waves. Moreover, van der 

Meulen el al. (2012) assessed the effect of nonlinear irregular waves on the fatigue load of a 

typical monopole offshore wind turbine, and that study noted a considerable increase in the 

loads. In all of the above studies, a numerical method based on a Fourier Transform technique 

was utilized to calculate the water surface and wave kinematics at different locations of the 

structures. In addition, Cassidy et al. (2001 & 2002) considered the effect of unidirectional 

random waves by constraining the deterministic linear NewWave (Tromans et al., 1991) into a 

completely random background using the Constrained NewWave (CNW) method (Taylor et al., 

1997); however, the nonlinearity effects were ignored. 

The objective of this paper is to perform a nonlinear dynamic time history analysis for both 

linear and nonlinear waves and compare the results on the performance of a typical jack-up 

platform. NewWave and CNW are used to simulate the wave actions; thereby, the effects of 

randomness are emphasised in the latter. The nonlinear CNW method, which accounts for the 

random background of ocean waves, has not been previously used to assess the effect of 

nonlinearity on the performance of jack-up structures. A mathematical model for simulating 

nonlinear waves has been developed, and the results (water surface and wave kinematics) are 

then implemented in a nonlinear dynamic time history analysis of a sample jack-up platform. 

5.2 Wave Modelling 

In the present study, linear and nonlinear NewWave and CNW theories are adopted in wave 

modelling. These wave theories are briefly described as follows.  
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The NewWave theory (Tromans et al., 1991) is a deterministic method that accounts for the 

spectral composition of the sea-state. By assuming that the surface elevation can be simulated as 

a Gaussian random process, the expected elevation during an extreme event can be derived 

theoretically and the surface elevation around this extreme event is modelled by the statistically 

most probable shape associated with its occurrence. This is particularly useful in offshore 

engineering because simulating many hours of a random storm in real time is a computationally 

time consuming process and only a few of the wave cycles in each time series are capable of 

producing the extreme result (Cassidy, 1999). The shape that is the statistically most probable 

and associated with the occurrence of the event is applied to model the surface elevation around 

this extreme event (Tromans et al, 1991). For simplicity in the numerical implementation, the 

NewWave shape is discretised using a finite number (N) of sinusoidal wave components. 

Because a unique relationship between the wave number and the frequency is noted, the spatial 

dependency can also be included, which leads to the following discrete form of the linear 

surface elevation η X, τ  for the unidirectional wave: 

η X, τ A cos	 k X ω τ 																																																																																																														 5 1  

A
α
σ
S ω dω																																																																																																																																									 5 2  

where k  and ω  represent the wave number and angular frequency of the nth frequency 

component, respectively; α represents the NewWave crest elevation; S ω dω represents the 

surface elevation spectrum, σ is the standard deviation that corresponds to that wave spectrum; 

X = x-x1 and τ = t-t1 are the horizontal distance and time relative to the initial position (x1) and 

initial time (t1); respectively, and X = 0 and τ = 0 represent the location and time of the wave 

crest, respectively. Thus, the spatial field is positioned so that the crest occurs at a user-defined 

time and position relative to the structure. 

Taylor et al. (1997) and Cassidy et al. (2001) showed that the CNWs, which are generated 

mathematically by constraining a NewWave (of a predetermined crest height) in a random time 

series that defines the irregular background surface elevation, can be used as an alternative to 3-

hr randomly generated waves. This process is rigorously performed, in which the constrained 
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sequence is statistically indistinguishable from the original random sequence. The application of 

this approach in the structural analysis of offshore facilities can provide the required extreme 

response that, on average, correlates with the occurrence of a large wave in a random sea-state 

(Taylor et al., 1997).  

Wavelets of different wave lengths, amplitudes and periods that travel at varying speeds are 

superposed to generate the random water surface. For a unidirectional wave, the linear random 

surface elevation, η X, τ , is defined as follows: 

η X, τ B cos k X ω τ φ 																																																																																																				 5 3 	

where φ  are the random phases uniformly distributed between 0 and 2 , and B  is the 

amplitude of the random wave components, which are Rayleigh random variables with a mean 

square related to twice the wave energy spectrum at the corresponding discrete frequency: 

E B 2	S ω dω																																																																																																																																			 5 4  

The linear constrained surface elevation η X, τ  is considered as follows: 

η X, τ η X, τ γ. η X, τ δ. η X, τ 																																																																																										 5 5  

where 

γ 1
η x , t
η x , t

																																																																																																																																							 5 6  

and 

δ
η x , t

m
																																																																																																																																																	 5 7  

and η  and η  are the derivative of η  and η  with respect to τ,	 respectively, and m  is the 

second spectral moment of the wave energy spectrum.  

Therefore, the linear CNW water surface can be presented as follows:  

η X, τ B cos k X ω τ φ γA cos k X ω τ δA ω sin k X ω τ 							 5 8  

Detail description and sample application of linear CNW with its NewWave and random wave are 

presented by Mirzadeh et al. (2015 and 2016).  
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The linear potential function can be calculated (Sharma & Dean, 1981) based on the following 

equation:  

ϕ X, Z, τ g η 	
cosh k h Z

cosh k h
dt

g
cosh k h Z

coshk h
B
ω

sin k X ω τ φ
γA
ω

sin k X ω τ

δA cos k X ω τ 																																																																																																 5 9  

which satisfies the following equations (Sharma & Dean, 1981). 

ϕ 0																																																																																																																																																												 5 10  

∂ϕ
∂Z

0	; 		Z h																																																																																																																																												 5 11  

where h and Z are the water depth and vertical coordinate related to the still water level, 

respectively (Figure  5-1).  

The nonlinear potential function and water surface can be presented as follows:  

ϕ X, Z, τ ϕ X, Z, τ ϕ X, Z, τ 																																																																																																									 5 12  

η X, τ η X, τ η X, τ 																																																																																																																								 5 13  

where ϕ X, Z, τ  and η X, τ  are the second-order contributions of the potential function and 

water surface, respectively. 

The second-order contribution of the potential function can be generated based on the linear 

potential function at Z = 0 (Sharma & Dean, 1981) using the following function:  

∂ ϕ
∂τ

g
∂ϕ
∂Z

∂
∂τ

ϕ . ϕ η
∂
∂Z

∂ ϕ
∂τ

g
∂ϕ
∂Z

																																																																 5 14  

By substituting for the linear constrained NewWave potential function ϕ  and water surface η  

in Equation 14, the second-order contribution of the constrained NewWave ϕ  is obtained by 

the authors as follows: 

ϕ 	ϕ 	 	ϕ 																																																																																																																																													 5 15  

where 
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ϕ D 	
cosh k 	 h	 	z

cosh k 	h
A 	A 	 ω 	ω γ	δ	cos τ	 ω 	ω 	 k 	 	k X 	

A 	B 	ω 	 	 cos τ	 ω 	ω 	 k 	k 	X 	φ

A 	B 	ω 	 	 cos τ	 ω 	ω 	 k 	k 	X 	φ

A 	A 	 γ ∓	ω 	ω 	δ 	sin τ	 ω 	ω 	 k 	 	k 	X 	

A 	B 	γ	 sin τ	 ω 	ω 	 k 	 	k 	X 	φ

A 	B 	γ	 sin τ	 ω 	ω 	 k 	k 	X 	φ

B 	B 	sin τ	 ω 	ω 	 	 k 	k 	 	 φ 	φ 																									 5 16  

and 

D
1

4	ω 	ω 	 ω 	ω 	g	k 	tanhk 	h

g	 g	 k 	ω 	 	2	k 	k 	 ω 	ω ∓ 	2	R 	R 	 ω 	ω 	k 	ω

∓ ω 	ω 	 R 	ω 	 	R 	ω 																																																																														 5 17  

and  

k 	 |k 	 	k |																																																																																																																																										 5 18  

R 	k tanh k 	h
ω
g

																																																																																																																							 5 19  

The second-order contribution of the water surface can be generated at Z = 0 (Sharma & Dean, 

1981) based on the following function: 

η
1
g

∂ϕ
∂τ

1
2

ϕ . ϕ η
∂ ϕ
∂Z ∂τ

																																																																																											 5 20  

Therefore, the resulting expression for the second-order contribution of the constrained 

NewWave η  is obtained by authors as follows: 

η 	 η 	 	η 																																																																																																																																																 5 21  

where 
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η E A 	A 	 γ ∓	ω 	ω 	δ 	cos τ	 ω 	ω 	 k 	 	k 	X

A 	B 	γ	cos τ	 ω 	ω 	 k 	k X 	φ

A 	B 	γ	cos τ	 ω 	ω 	 k 	k X ∓	φ 	

B 	B 	cos τ	 ω 	ω 	 	 k 	k 	 	X φ 	φ

A 	A 	 ω 	ω 	γ	δ	sin τ	 ω 	ω 	 k 	k X

∓ A 	B 	ω 	δ	sin τ	 ω 	ω 	 k 	k X 	φ

A 	B 	ω 	δ	sin τ	 ω 	ω 	 k 	k X ∓	φ 																																	 5 22  

and		

E
1

4	ω 	ω 	 ω 	ω 	g	k 	tanhk 	h

ω 	ω 	 g	 k 	ω 	 	k 	k 	 ω 	ω ∓	R 	R 	 ω 	ω 	

	k 	ω 	 ω 	ω 	 R 	ω 	 	R 	ω

g	k 	 g	 k 	k ∓	R 	R 	 R 	R 	ω 	ω 	tanh k 	h 																	 5 23 	

The water particle kinematics can be calculated based on the following functions: 

u X, Z, τ
∂ϕ
∂X

																																																																																																																																																	 5 24 	

w X, Z, τ
∂ϕ
∂Z
																																																																																																																																															 5 25 	

a X, Z, τ
∂ ϕ
∂X∂τ

																																																																																																																																									 5 26 	

a X, Z, τ
∂ ϕ
∂Z∂τ

																																																																																																																																									 5 27 	

where u and w are the horizontal and vertical velocities, respectively, and a  and a  are the 

horizontal and vertical accelerations, respectively. 

The water particle kinematics above the still water level can be estimated using different 

methods. Stansberg et al. (2008) assessed the horizontal velocity at the extreme wave using 

different methods such as Wheeler’s (Wheeler, 1970) and second-order models. For a steep 

crest in deep water, the second-order model provides the best estimation for the velocity of the 

water column at all levels. The second-order horizontal velocity at any elevation under the crest 

is formulated as follows (Stansberg et al., 2008):  
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																												; 			 0
												

0 0 	; 			 0
																																																																																	 5 29  

Similar expressions exist for the vertical velocity and horizontal and vertical accelerations 

(DNV, 2010). 

In this paper, the Wheeler’s and second-order methods are used to calculate water particle 

kinematics for linear and nonlinear waves, respectively. 

The nonlinear potential function and water surface of the NewWave can be generated when 

considering B  and δ equal to zero in the CNW equations. More detailed descriptions of 

simulating NewWave and CNW can be found in Tromans et al. (1991), Taylor et al. (1997), 

Cassidy (1999) and Cassidy et al. (2001 & 2002), and detailed information about nonlinear 

waves were previously presented (Longuet-Higgins, 1963;  Sharma & Dean, 1981).  

5.3 Case Study 

The proposed methodology to calculate the water surface and wave kinematics is applied to 

determine the hydrodynamic forces on a sample jack-up platform located at a water depth of 

106.7 m using the USFOS software (Sorehde et al., 1993). The main aim of this case study is to 

investigate how the second order effect for a typical extreme wave condition can influence 

overall response of the sample jack-up platform. Results of this pilot study underpin the basis 

for future sensitivity analyses for different input parameters. A general view of this platform is 

presented in Figure  5-1. This jack-up platform is symmetrical in three axes and consists of a hull 

structure supported by three main legs that rest on the seafloor through spudcan foundations. 

The jack-up legs (with a centre-to-centre distance of 46 m) are composed of three vertical 

members that are stiffened through X-braces and form a triangular truss structure. The top 

elevation is 146.1 m above the seabed. The hull structure is modelled by equivalent linear 

general beam sections and is raised to an elevation of 131.7 m above the seafloor during 

operation. The nonlinearity of the leg-hull connections is not included in the model. The total 

self-weight of the jack-up platform is 134.2 MN. The soil type is assumed to be sand with a 35-

degree friction angle. The diameter of the spudcan is 17 m, the apex angle is 86 degrees, and the 
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preload is assumed to be 120 MN (i.e., approximately 2.7 times the self-weight reaction in each 

leg). The first three natural periods of the jack-up structure are 7.70 s (sway in the X direction), 

7.69 s (sway in the Y direction), and 6.82 s (rotation about the vertical axis).  

In this study, the storm condition is represented by a JONSWAP spectrum with a significant 

wave height of Hs=17.46 m and a peak period Tp=17.22 s (representing a sample Northern 

North Sea extreme condition), which is discretized to 1024 frequency components with the 

frequency intervals of 0.001 rad/sec and the cut-off frequency of 4fp, where fp is the peak 

frequency of the spectrum. The duration of the NewWave and CNW is 300 s, and the peak 

occurs at t=150 s at the hull centre (x = 0 m) as presented in Figure  5-1. The waves are 

considered the only environmental load with no applied wind or current and the effects of 

marine growth is ignored. The water surface and wave kinematics for the first and last 50 s of 

the CNW duration (i.e., about three times Tp) are zero-tapered by using a cosine function. 

The time history of the water surface and wave kinematics, estimated based on the formulation 

in Section  5.2, are implemented in USFOS (Sorehde et al., 1993) to calculate the hydrodynamic 

forces on the structural members. For this aim, USFOS employs the extended Morison equation 

which incorporates the relative motions. The hydrodynamic coefficient values for tubular 

sections in the Morison equation are considered to be CD=0.7 and CM=2.0 based on ISO/TR 

19905-2 (2012), and the wave kinematic reduction factor (Krf) is equal to 0.9. Nonlinear 

dynamic analyses are conducted with the waves acting in the X-direction such that the 

overturning moment because of the maximum crest results in compressive forces in one leeward 

leg and tensile forces in two windward legs as shown in Figure  5-1. 

In this study, both linear and nonlinear waves are applied on the sample structure, and the results 

are compared. In addition, an alternative simplified method to calculate the water particle 

kinematics is introduced, and the results from this method are also included in the comparisons. 

In this method, the time histories of the nonlinear water surface at all locations are discretised 

into a finite set of wave components using the Fourier Transform. These wave components are 

then individually to estimate the water particle kinematics at each location using Wheeler’s 

method. It should be noted that the simplified water surfaced is exactly the same as nonlinear 
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water surface. This method is considerably less time consuming when compared to calculating 

the water particle kinematics based on the second-order method.  

The structural nonlinearity of the jack-up elements, which are expected to experience substantial 

deformation and displacement under the action of extreme environmental loading, are modelled 

using specially developed beam elements in USFOS that can simulate large displacements and 

deformations considering material and geometrical nonlinearities. The material nonlinearity is 

considered using a stress-resultant plasticity approach, in which the kinematic hardening model 

is used to characterise the yield and plastic potential functions. Geometrical nonlinearities at the 

local level (i.e., individual members) and global level are considered by updating the structural 

geometry as the analysis proceeds (Sorehde et al., 1993; Skallerud & Amdahl, 2002). 

The foundation nonlinearity is considered using a predefined hardening plasticity method in 

USFOS to model the soil-spudcan interaction (Amdahl et al., 1994). This model consists of a 

yield function to evaluate the bearing capacity and a flow rule to calculate the plastic 

deformations. The yield function depends on the resultant horizontal and vertical loads, the 

bending moments in the 3D model (H, V and M) and the corresponding plastic rotation (θ ) of 

the spudcan. This function is based on a two-surface concept (the initial yield surface and the 

failure surface) and a hardening rule which provides a smooth transition from the initial yield 

surface to the failure surface in the intermediate zone. The hardening rule is a function of the 

plastic rotation of the spudcan. Detailed information about the hardening plasticity model in 

USFOS is presented by Amdahl et al. (1994) and van Langen et al. (1999). 

5.4 Results and Discussion 

Results from the nonlinear dynamic analyses on the sample jack-up structure subjected to a 

typical extreme sea conditions are studied in this section. The structural response is evaluated in 

terms of the deck displacement of the jack-up which is representative of all nonlinearities in the 

structure and the foundation and the dynamic reaction of the structure to the applied wave loads 

(Mirzadeh et al., 2016). In this study, the horizontal deck displacement at x = 0.0 m (centre of 

the hull) is used to investigate the effects of wave nonlinearity and irregularity on the overall 

performance of the jack-up structure. 
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The calculation of the water surface elevation and wave kinematics requires a fine grid spacing 

in the wave domain to accurately capture all wave characteristics. The horizontal domain should 

cover the entire structure, and the vertical domain must extend from the seabed to the 

instantaneous water surface. The grid spacing is considered as follows and contains 2635 nodes: 

 Horizontal: x = 2.5 m  

 Vertical (Elevation z = 0 is the still water level): 

o z = 5.0 m from seabed to z = -20.0 m, which is lower than the deepest trough; 

o z = 1.0 m from z = -20.0 m to z = 18.0 m, which is lower than the maximum 

crest elevation of linear waves; and 

o z = 0.1 m from z = 18.0 m to z = 21.4 m, which is higher than the maximum 

crest elevation of nonlinear waves.  

To ensure that this grid spacing is fine enough to capture all rapid surface variations, the 

response of the sample jack-up under a nonlinear NewWave with a maximum linear crest height 

of 18.7 m in the above mentioned grid dimension is compared to the response of the structure in 

a wave domain with half the grid spacing. A comparison of the results showed negligible 

differences, confirming that the selected grid sizes are closely spaced and can efficiently capture 

the wave characteristics. Therefore, the selected grid sizes are used for the analyses.  

5.4.1 Results from the NewWave Model 

Figure  5-2 illustrates the linear and nonlinear NewWave profiles at the location of x = 0.0 m 

with a maximum linear crest height of 18.7 m. As shown, the nonlinearity effects have flattened 

the wave troughs (decreased the maximum trough depth from 16.7 m to 14.8 m) and sharpened 

the crests (increased the maximum crest height from 18.7 m to 21.1 m), but do not affect the 

wave period. Figure  5-3 compares the amplitude spectra of the linear and nonlinear NewWave 

water surfaces. The spectrum for the nonlinear wave displays additional amplitude in low and 

high frequencies. The low frequency energy, where the linear spectrum has no amplitude, is 

added due to the second-order difference contribution. Additionally, a small peak develops in 

the vicinity of twice the frequency of the peak amplitude of the linear spectrum because of the 

second-order sum contribution.  
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Figure  5-4 illustrates the space plot of the NewWave water surface elevation generated based on 

the linear and nonlinear methods. Figure  5-5 compares the horizontal velocity profile of the 

three employed models at the location and time of the maximum crest height. The estimated 

horizontal velocity of the nonlinear wave in the lower part of the water column is less than that 

of the linear and simplified methods. However, the middle portion of the velocity profile for the 

nonlinear method is generally higher than the other two methods, except near the water surface 

at the crest location. At this location, the horizontal velocity from the simplified method 

approaches the nonlinear results. Compared to the linear method, the simplified method 

produces a better estimation of the horizontal velocity profile. However, to obtain a better 

understanding of the effects of the nonlinear method, the horizontal velocity during the extreme 

crest height at different locations is assessed. Figure  5-6 depicts the space domain of the 

horizontal velocity calculated based on different methods. The simplified method provides a 

better estimation of the nonlinear horizontal velocity at all locations compared to linear waves. 

Figure  5-7 represents the deck displacement time history of the sample jack-up subjected to 

NewWaves generated based on the different methods. The response because of the nonlinear 

method is considerably higher than the linear and simplified methods. However, it can be seen 

that the simplified method represents a better estimation of the response of nonlinear method.  

5.4.2 Results from the CNW Model 

To inspect the effects of the irregularity and nonlinearity of waves, linear and nonlinear CNWs 

were generated and applied to the structure. Figure  5-8 and Figure  5-9 present the time history 

and space plot of the water surface of a sample CNW with a linear NewWave crest height of 

18.7 m. As illustrated, the water surfaces follow the identical trend as those of NewWaves 

presented in Figure  5-2 and Figure  5-4. Figure  5-10 displays the time history of the deck 

displacement of the sample jack-up subjected to CNWs based on the three employed methods. 

The results from the CNWs are similar to the results from the NewWaves in Figure  5-7. The 

structural response under a nonlinear CNW is considerably higher than that of the linear and 

simplified methods; the linear method gives the lowest results.  
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To assess the effect of different random backgrounds of CNWs on the structural response 

statistics, 125 CNWs with a linear NewWave crest height of 18.7 m were generated using the 

different methods and applied to the sample jack-up. Although no overall failures occurred 

under the applied 125 linear method CNWs, 23 and 4 nonlinear and simplified CNWs 

respectively produced failure in the sample jack-up. All failures occurred because of the loss of 

overturning stability.  

The statistical results were extracted for 102 analyses cases in which no failure occurred for any 

of the three employed methods. These results can be characterised reasonably well using the 

Weibull distribution function (Mirzadeh et al., 2015) for the maximum deck displacements in 

the nonlinear cases (Figure  5-11). Figure  5-12 compares the Weibull distribution of the 

maximum deck displacements resulting from the different methods. This figure demonstrates 

that the inclusion of wave nonlinearity can considerably increase the structural responses. This 

analysis shows that the simplified method leads to better estimation of the structural response 

compared to linear method. Additionally, these two methods produce a response that is 

considerably less than the overall response under nonlinear waves. 

To better understand the effect of wave nonlinearity on the results, the distributions of the ratio 

of the maximum responses from the nonlinear and simplified methods to those of the linear 

method were estimated using a Weibull distribution (Figure  5-13). The mean value of the ratio 

of the maximum response from the simplified to linear methods is equal to 1.12 and this ratio is 

equal to 1.24 for the nonlinear method compared against the linear methods which shows that 

the simplified method fails to predict the nonlinearity of ocean waves.  

5.4.3 Effect of Nonlinearity and Irregularity on the Dynamic 

Amplification Factor (DAF) 

Irregular nonlinear waves were shown to have a different frequency content compared to linear 

waves. When the effects of irregularity and nonlinearity are included in the wave analyses, the 

structure is excited with different frequency contents, indicating that the dynamic effects from 

the wave loads are different. These dynamic effects can be assessed in terms of a Dynamic 

Amplification Factor (DAF), which can be estimated by comparing the maximum response 
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obtained from the dynamic and the quasi-static analyses. A previous study by the authors 

(Mirzadeh et al., 2016) has shown that the maximum deck displacement can be efficiently used 

as the response variable to estimate the DAF. 

The DAFs were calculated for 102 non-failing CNWs from the different methods. Figure  5-14 

compares the Weibull distribution of the DAFs with their statistical properties. For the sample 

jack-up, the DAF estimated for the nonlinear CNWs is lower than the DAF for the other two 

methods. However, the simplified method gives a better estimation of the nonlinear method 

compared to linear method. In addition, the DAF for the nonlinear method is less than one for a 

few cases, indicating that the maximum dynamic response is less than the maximum static 

response.   

The DAF depends on the direction of inertia and damping induced forces in comparison to the 

wave load direction and the nonlinearities of the system. The DAF will be less than one when 

the direction of the resultant of inertial and damping forces is opposite to the applied wave 

loads. However, the DAF value will be greater than one when the resultant of inertial and 

damping forces act in the identical direction as the wave loads. 

5.5 Summary and Conclusions 

The effects of wave nonlinearity and irregularity for a typical extreme wave load on the 

performance of a sample dynamically sensitive jack-up structure are investigated using linear 

and nonlinear NewWave and CNW theories. However, it should be noted that the presented 

results are based on a sample jack-up, assumed sea-state and one crest location only and they 

can be different for other conditions. Based on the results outlined in this paper, the following 

points are highlighted: 

- The nonlinearity effects flatten the wave troughs and sharpen the crests, but do not 

affect the wave period. As a result, the nonlinearity effects decrease the crest and 

increase the trough lengths. The results from both the NewWave and CNW models 

confirm this behaviour. 
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- The nonlinearity effects cause additional energy in low and high frequencies which can 

have considerable effects on the response of the structure depending on their natural 

period. 

- The inclusion of wave nonlinearity can increase the maximum deck displacement of the 

structure. For the studied sample jack-up, the nonlinear wave method (on average) 

results in a 24% increase in the maximum deck displacement. 

- The nonlinearities in ocean waves can change the probability of failure of structures at 

extreme events. For the sample structure and applied sea-state, no failure occurred 

because of the linear waves, but 23 out of 125 (18%) nonlinear waves result in overall 

failure of the platform.  

- The proposed simplified method for modelling the wave nonlinearity, in which the 

wave kinematics are regenerated by Fourier components of the nonlinear water surface 

at different locations, fails to predict the effect of nonlinear waves on the response of 

the sample structure. 

- The wave nonlinearities can change the DAF because the frequency content of waves, 

water surface and wave kinematics are different in comparison with linear waves. For 

the sample jack-up platform, the mean value of DAF decreased from 1.367 for linear 

waves to 1.114 when nonlinear effects are included. 
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Figure  5-1. A general view of the sample jack-up platform 
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Figure  5-2. Time histories of the water surface for the linear and nonlinear NewWaves at x=0 m 

 

Figure  5-3. Amplitude Spectra of the simulated linear and nonlinear NewWave water surfaces at 
x=0 m 
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Figure  5-4. Space plot of the linear and nonlinear NewWave surface elevations at the time of the 
maximum crest (t=150 sec) 

 

Figure  5-5. Horizontal velocity profiles of the linear, nonlinear and simplified NewWaves at the 
maximum crest location  
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Figure  5-6. Space domain of the horizontal velocity for the linear, nonlinear and simplified 
NewWaves at the maximum crest 

 

 

Figure  5-7. Comparison of the time histories of the deck displacement of the linear, nonlinear 
and simplified NewWaves 
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Figure  5-8. Time histories of the water surface for a sample linear and nonlinear CNW at x=0 m 

 

Figure  5-9. Surface elevation space plot for a sample linear and nonlinear CNW at the time of 
the maximum crest (t=150 sec) 
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Figure  5-10. Comparison of the time histories of the deck displacement of the linear, nonlinear 
and simplified CNWs 

 

Figure  5-11. Weibull distribution of the maximum deck displacement for 102 nonlinear CNWs 
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Figure  5-12. Comparison of the maximum deck displacement distributions of the linear, 
nonlinear and simplified CNWs 

  

Figure  5-13. Distributions of the ratio of the maximum response from the nonlinear and 
simplified to the linear CNWs 
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Figure  5-14. Comparison of the DAF distributions of the linear, nonlinear and simplified CNWs 
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CHAPTER 6  

CONCLUSION 

6.1 Introduction 

This dissertation focuses on the nonlinear dynamic response and ultimate limit state of 

dynamically sensitive offshore structures in extreme random seas. A practical method was 

proposed to efficiently estimate the extreme response and probability of failure of these 

structures. The effects of irregularity, directionality and nonlinearity, the three main parameters 

of ocean waves that affect the response and failure of a sample jack-up platform, which is a 

dynamically responsive structure, were investigated. The outcome of this research and 

recommendations for future work are presented in this chapter.  

6.2 Conclusion - Main Findings  

6.2.1 Nonlinear Dynamic Response in Irregular Ocean Waves   

New Fortran code was developed to generate water surface and water particle kinematics using 

NewWave and Constrained NewWave theories. Extreme waves were modelled based on the 

NewWave and constrained NewWave theories to investigate the effects of the irregularity of 

ocean waves on the dynamic response and failure mechanism of a sample jack-up platform 

considering nonlinearities in the geometry, materials and foundation. Different footing 

conditions, such as fixed, pinned and an elasto-plastic model for spudcan behaviour on sand 

with different amounts of preloads, were considered to assess the behaviour of the sample jack-

up in extreme waves. The following conclusions can be drawn from numerical experiments 

performed on a sample jack-up platform for one NewWave and 100 constrained NewWaves of a 

specific sea-state of the sample structure:  

- In extreme waves with a high peak, the probability of failure is not only governed by 

the maximum crest elevation. The time history of the loading and foundation conditions 

will also affect the failure probability. 

- For assessment of the ultimate strength of the jack-up platform, pinned and fixed 

footing conditions (as two extreme limits of the support conditions) cannot adequately 
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substitute for a more sophisticated model that tracks the load displacement behaviour of 

the spudcan foundations. 

- In elasto-plastic models for spudcan foundations, the cases that result in collapse are 

different when different preloads are implemented. By increasing the preload, the rate 

of failure in spudcan foundations decreases, but in structural components, it increases.  

- Studying extreme deck displacement revealed that pinned foundation conditions do not 

always result in the most conservative responses. 

6.2.2 Probabilistic Extreme Response and Failure Probability  

A framework for estimating the extreme response and the ultimate limit state to calculate the 

probability of failure of offshore structures in random sea-states was outlined. The irregularity 

of ocean waves was modelled by constrained NewWave theory and a series of numerical 

experiments. The methodology was applied to a sample jack-up structure considering different 

amounts of preloads, and the accuracy of the methodology is verified. The maximum deck 

displacement was considered to be the key parameter in the estimation of the extreme response 

and the ultimate limit state. A Monte Carlo simulation method was employed for the reliability 

calculations. 

The results from this study can be summarised as follows: 

- A three-parameter Weibull distribution can reasonably simulate the extreme response 

and the ultimate limit state for the sample jack-up platform analysed. 

- The proposed framework can accurately estimate the failure probability of the studied 

platform.  

- Verifications revealed that the maximum deck displacement can efficiently represent 

the overall response and ultimate limit state of the sample jack-up platform. In contrast, 

the maximum base shear and maximum overturning moment do not characterise the 

failure behaviour of the studied jack-up platform. 
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- For the sample jack-up platform, the probability of failure is significantly affected by 

the amount of spudcan preload. A greater amount of preload can significantly decrease 

the overall probability of failure. 

6.2.3 Nonlinear Dynamic Response in Directional Irregular Ocean 

Waves 

The NewWave and constrained NewWave theories were extended to capture the effects of wave 

directionality during extreme events, and the previously developed Fortran code was extended 

accordingly. Directional and unidirectional NewWaves and constrained NewWaves of three 

different extreme sea-states were applied from different directions on a sample jack-up structure 

with footings modelled by the elasto-plastic model for spudcans to assess the response and 

failure modes of the structure. In addition, the dynamic amplification factor of the jack-up was 

checked for these directional and unidirectional waves. Based on the results outlined in this 

study, the following points are highlighted: 

- The inclusion of wave spreading in dynamic analyses of the sample jack-up structure 

can reduce the maximum deck displacement for all wave-approach angles. The results 

from both NewWave and constrained NewWave models confirm this behaviour. 

- The level of reduction in the maximum deck displacement due to the inclusion of wave 

directionality effects depends on the wave period as well as the level of nonlinearity in 

the structure and soil-spudcan interactions; by decreasing the wave period and/or by 

increasing soil plasticity, the directional spreading effects become more pronounced. 

- The evaluation of the results suggests that unidirectional constrained NewWaves lead to 

a considerably higher failure rate than the directional constrained NewWaves. Thus, 

when the directional spreading effects are included, the probability of failure is 

noticeably decreased. In addition, it is demonstrated that the level of reduction in the 

failure probability is increased when the wave period is decreased. 

- The estimated DAF based on the ratio of maximum base shear from a dynamic analysis 

to the maximum base shear from a quasi-static analysis is generally lower than the DAF 
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that is estimated based on the maximum deck displacement because the maximum base 

shear fails to reflect the effects of nonlinearities in the system. 

- Inclusion of the wave-spreading effect changes the DAF. For relatively higher wave 

periods, such change does not follow a general trend; however, when the wave period is 

decreased, i.e., when the wave period approaches the natural period of the structure, the 

inclusion of the directional spreading effects results in an increase in the DAF. The 

randomness effect considerably increases the DAF level for both unidirectional and 

directional CNWs in comparison with deterministic NewWaves. 

6.2.4 Nonlinear Dynamic Response in Nonlinear Irregular Ocean 

Waves 

The formulation of nonlinear (i.e., second-order) NewWave and constrained NewWave models 

was undertaken to include the nonlinearity effects of ocean waves; these effects were 

accordingly added to the previously mentioned Fortran code for NewWaves and constrained 

NewWaves. A sample jack-up platform supported by an elasto-plastic spudcan model was 

examined for second order NewWaves and CNWs for a given sea-state. The response and 

failure modes of the structure as well as the dynamic amplification factor are investigated. 

Comparing the results from linear and nonlinear NewWaves and constrained NewWaves 

generates the following findings: 

- The nonlinearity effects of ocean waves flatten the troughs and sharpen the wave crests 

but do not affect the wave period. As a result, the nonlinearity effects decrease the crest 

and increase the trough lengths. The results from both the NewWave and CNW models 

confirm this behaviour. 

- The nonlinearity effects cause additional energy at low and high frequencies, which can 

have considerable effects on the response of the platform depending on their natural 

period. 
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- The inclusion of wave nonlinearities can increase the maximum deck displacement of a 

structure. For the studied sample jack-up under the given sea-state, the nonlinear wave 

method results in a considerable increase in the maximum deck displacement. 

- Nonlinearities in ocean waves can change the probability of failure of structures during 

extreme events. For the sample structure and applied sea-state, no failure occurred when 

subjected to linear waves, but several nonlinear waves resulted in overall failure of the 

platform.    

- The proposed simplified method for modelling wave nonlinearities, in which the water 

surface elevation and wave kinematics are generated by Fourier components of the 

nonlinear water surface at the maximum crest location, failed to predict the effects of 

nonlinear waves on the response of the sample structure. 

- Wave nonlinearities can change the DAF because the frequency content of waves, water 

surface and wave kinematics are different in comparison with linear waves. For the 

sample jack-up platform, the mean value of the DAF is decreased when nonlinear 

effects are included. 

6.3 Suggestions for Future Work  

A framework to estimate the extreme response and the probability of failure of offshore 

structures in extreme random sea-states is proposed, which incorporates the irregularity of ocean 

waves. In addition, the effects of irregularity, directionality and nonlinearity (i.e., the main 

characteristics of ocean waves) are investigated on the nonlinear dynamic response and failure 

modes of a sample jack-up platform. However, further investigations can be undertaken in 

future studies, as outlined below: 

- The irregularity, directionality and nonlinearity of ocean waves can be considered 

simultaneously by developing nonlinear directional irregular waves to assess the 

reliability of offshore platforms. 

- In a series of sensitivity studies for a wide range of sea-states, the effects of the 

irregularity, directionality and nonlinearity of ocean waves on the extreme response, the 
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probability of failure, the dynamic amplification factor and the wave kinematics 

reduction factor can be investigated for different types of offshore structures such as 

jacket platforms, wind turbines and floating structures. 

- Foundation failure is one of the main failure modes of jack-up structures, and therefore, 

modelling the spudcan-soil interaction can have a considerable effect on the overall 

estimate of the probability of failure of the platform. More advanced spudcan-soil 

interaction models can be used in future work. 

- During an extreme event, it is probable that there will be a significant wave-in-deck 

load, which can play an import role in the nonlinear response and failure of offshore 

platforms. This possibility is increased by considering the nonlinearity of ocean waves, 

which causes increased crest heights. The effects of the irregularity, directionality and 

nonlinearity of waves can be investigated in future work to assess the reliability of 

offshore platforms due to wave-in-deck loads. 

- The fatigue life of offshore platforms can be affected by the irregularity, directionality 

and nonlinearity of ocean waves. It is suggested to develop a method to assess fatigue 

reliability considering these main characteristics of ocean waves. 

 




